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scension Day is almost unknown in the religious world
of OUf day. Strange! The
world celebrates Christmas and Easter with us and even Good Friday, to
some extent; but, even the religious
element of society has no idea what
Ascension Day is all about. Even in
Reformed circles it is by no means a
popular holiday. Although the Reformed Churches in Holland have
fallen on difficult times, these churches
still celebrate this day and it is even
somewhat of a holiday in the nation.
We are in danger oflosing the significance of this day and many churches
combine their services to make the
attendance at this service look a
little better.
Why is this? Do we no longer
recognize how important this day
is in the history of our redemption? Every one of the great acts of
God in Christ reveal to us the steps in
the history of our salvation. Jesus
Christ came into this world and assumed our flesh and blood. This is of
tremendous importance in our redemption. He took our place. He became one of us. We gladly celebrate
this day and warn our children not to
look only at the material aspects which
have surrounded this day.
On Good Friday we looked to the
cross of our Savior. We realized, at
least in part, how great the cost of our
salvation was. We have to know how
great our sins and miseries are. Look
to Calvary-the greatest display ofthe
sin of man. It was this bad! The Son
of God had to shed His blood to redeem us. We stand at that cross very
humbly, but we also glory in that cross
of Jesus Christ (Gal. 6: 14).
Similarly, we celebrate the glorious
fact of His resurrection on Easter
morning. Though death has been
man's great enemy since the days of

the Garden of Eden, death is fmally

3:1-2). We seek communion with the

conquered in the resWTection of our

One who is in the heavens. He is

Lord. The feal sting of death has been
removed even though it may still be a
painful experience. Surely, the victory of the grave has been removed.
Christ Jesus is risen from the dead
and we shall rise with Him. What a
day to celebrate. We do and even the
unbelieving world at least takes note
of it.
What does Ascension Day give us?
Much in every way. He told His disciples some time before, that He
would ascend in orderthat He might
prepare a place for His people. The

ruling all things from His throne in
the heavens. Not only does He rule
the church; He also rules all things in
this world for the welfare of the
church and He rules our individual
lives. Not one thing happens in my
life which is not under His guidance
and control. If! have that view of the
ascension of our Lord, the day becomes one of the greatest of the year.
He has retumed to the Father- where
He belongs. It was also His desire to
return to the presence of the Father.
His desire is my command. In their
spiritual shortsightedness the disciples wanted the Lord to stay here
with them. He tells them that it is
profitable for them that He goes
away. So only would the Spirit
come. That Spirit we need most of
all to bind us to the Lord and to
clarify all things for us here. The
church which does not observe Ascension Day is robbing itself of great
comfort.
Only one more event will take place
in the history of our redemptionthe Lord Jesus Christ will return on
the clouds of heaven. This fact was
emphasized especially at the time of
His ascension (Acts 1: 11). All these
events form one chain and not one of
the links may be missing.
Churches ought to be overflowing
with worshipers on Ascension Day.
It is indeed one of the great days on
the redemption calendar. A complete
gospel includes the message of each
great day in the history of our salvation.
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Head and the body should be together.
He goes into heaven and "there continues for our interest" (Heidelberg CaIechism Q. 46). He goes into the heavens to intercede for us (Reb. 9:24). He
prayed for His disciples and all His
followers while He was with them.
Some times the Lord would spend an
entire night in prayer. Now, after He
has ascended, the Christ prays for His
followers constantly. He ascended in
order that He might rnleoverall things
from there. What a blessing for His
people that Jesus did not remain here
with His disciples. What a truncated
gospel we would have if our Lord
had not ascended.
The fact that our Savior is above
has changed the focus of His people.
Paul says that they should now set
theirajfoction on the things above(where
Christ is) and not on things of the
earth. Perspectives have changed with
the ascension of our Savior. We will
seek the things which are above (Col.
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The Abolition of Truth
S'~Qel1

predi'liow ollY,Qwwy iw AmeruQ it ,omiwg I'lie

Charles Colson
Prison Fellowship founder Charles
Colson delivered the opening keynote address recently at the annual conference
and 50th anniversary ofthe National Religious Broadcasters convention in Washington. Following are excerpts from the
address:

W

hen truth retreats, tyranny
advances. And in American life today. truth is retreating, and tyranny is advancing.
Have you heard that before? I can ~-=,
remember Francis Schaeffer in his
last days , his dying days, when he
was fighting lymphoma with massive doses of chemotherapy. With
his last gasps of breath he would
say. "The crisis is one oftruth, and
if we lose we will have tyranny in
America before the end of this century."
Schaeffer was a radical. In his book
The Christian at the End ofthe Twentieth Century, he predicted a dictatorship of 51 percent, ruled by the elite
or ruled by a dictator. After all, in the
early 1980s who would have said that
we were headed toward tyranny in
America? Oh no! Reagan was in the
White House. The Moral Majority
was in its ascendancy. Everybody was
"born again." Who would listen to
someone who said that tyranny is
coming? But Schaeffer looked not at
what we saw on the surface, but at
the deeper philosophical undercurrents that shape ideas. Ideas have consequences, and he could see where
those ideas were going to lead us.
What do we mean by truth ?
Schaeffer used to preach about "true
truth." It is true that this lectern is
made of wood, but that is not true
truth. True truth means that there is
an ultimate reality, an absolute. There
is a physical order to the universe;
therefore, there is also a moral order
to the universe.

But today truth is retreating. Today

we are witnessing the abolition of
truth. Since the 19605 in America,
the reigning orthodoxy has been relativism- the belief that there is no absolute truth. This is absolutely rampant on our campuses in America today. One of the leading proponents
of relativism-or deconstructionism,
which is what it is called on our cam·
puses---claims there is no objective
meaning to what is written; what hap-

"Scluzejfer'/ooked not at what we
saw on the surfoce, but at the
deeperphilosophical undercurrents that sluzpe ideas."
pened in the past has no significance;
it only matters what we think about it
today.
Think of the implications of that
for the Bible. Think of the implications of that for the American Constitution . Stanley Fish of Duke University, the leading sc holar o f the
deconstructionist school of thought,
said, "Since all principles are preferences, they are nothing but masks for
the will to power." He also said,
"Someone is always going to be restricted next, and it is your job to
make sure that someone is not you. "
Think of those words, because when
the control of moral discourse is in
the hands of people who believe that
it is nothing but power, they then control the machinery and the society in
which we live.
We are awash in relativism. And
tyranny inevitably results because it
is drawn into the vacuum of moral
chaos. Ifauthority cannot be sustained
among people by their shared assumptions, by their agreement about the
meaning of the life, then it will be
imposed on people from the top.

Schaeffer's prediction is coming
true before our very eyes- not at the
end of the 20th century, but before.
Ominous signs of the coming tyranny are on the horizon at the moment. They are coming from many
different directions, but I want to focus on simply two. One is fro m the
intellectual elites in America, who
gave us the politically correct movement, which started on the campus
but is now invading the mainstream
of American life. And the other is
coming up from the bottom, from the
streets of the inner cities. In the 18
years of Prison Fellowship'S ministry, I have seen what is happening to
a generation that we have lost: the
generation ofbarbarians.
First, the politically correct movement. George Mason University in
Virginia has issued regulations that
say you can be kicked out for discrimination if you jump when a homosexual touches you on the ann.
Or you can be thrown out for discrimination for keeping a physical
distance from known gays or lesbians.
A woman in Wisconsin recently
advertised in the newspaper for a
"mature Christian handyman" to
work on renovating her 100-yearold home . The officials bore down
on her immediately for that kind of
"discrimination." They took her to
court and she ended up being fined
$8,000! That is repression.
Consider hate crime laws. The Congress of the United States is now trying to put through a $22 billion omnibus crime bill that enormously expands hate crimes at the federal level.
Hate crimes simply say that you are
punished once for the crime you commit and the second time for the
thought you had when you committed that crime. A black lad in Wisconsin named Todd said to his friends,
"There goes a white boy. Go get him!"
They beat him up, and Todd got two
years for assault. And because Todd
said, "There goes a w hite boy," he
got another two years for having racist attitudes. Now you carry that one
step further, and what you have is the
state criminalizing the thoughts you
have in your mind and putting you in
prison for those thoughts. And that is
repression.
The most serious piece of legislation pending now in Congress is the
Freedom of Access to Clinics Act.

The only kind of political protest that
is about to become a criminal action
is a protest in front of an abortion
clinic. The House passed it, and the
Senate passed it. And I believe that
we are two or three months away
from the passage of legislation that
will make it illegal-with three year
prison sentences-for you to protest
in front ofan abortion clinic and even
to kneel and pray in front of that clinic
if, in fact, you are denying access to
the person coming in.
The second danger comes from the
field that I know best---crime. You
only have to look at today's headlines. We have had a serious crime
problem in America. We incarcerate a higher percentage of our
population than any other nation
on the face of this earth. We have
had a 560 percent increase in violent crimes since the 1960s.
But what is happening right now
is different. Historically, there was a
motive for crime. Today there is none.
A 10-year-old kid in the District of
Columbia swung a two-year-old
around until he bashed the two-yearold's head in and killed him. And
they came to that 10-year-old, and
they said, 'Why did you do that?"
And the young boy said, "I was just
having sport." Killing for fun, for no
reason.
What we are witnessing in America,
make no mistake about it, is a breakdown of conscience. The conscience
is something that is ingrained. We
know that from what Paul says in
Romans 2, "The law is written on
their hearts." Conscience is born into
us. But we've got a generation of kids
out there who have never been taught
right and wrong, who have never been
civilized in the home, who have never
heard values in the school, and are
part of a popular culture that tells
them there is no right and wrong.
And they are rushing out into the
streets, randomly shooting and killing, and the American people are
stricken with fear.
I remember going to Bogota, Colombia, a few years ago and being
absolutely shocked because I was met
at the airport by troops in helmets
and camouflage suits. Troops everywhere! And this is a picture ofwhat is
coming in America because of the
breakdown ofconscience and the public fear that follows. Florida and Texas

are now legislating curfews. Young
people have to be in at 11 :00 at night.
That sounds good when you are living in a neighborhood where you are
warned about those young people creating crime. But a curfew is martial
law. A curfew is a surrender of our
constitutional freedoms.
In a poll in Dade County, Florida,
people were asked, "Would you be
willing to accept random search and
seizures and random searches ofyour
homes and your automobiles to fight
crime?" Forget about the Fourth
Amendment constitutional protection against unreasonable search and

seizure! Seventy-one percent of the
people in Dade County said "Yes."
We are witnessing public attitudes
exactly like those in Nazi Germany
in the beginning of the 1930s. Give
me anything to protect me!
Given a choice between liberty and
order, people choose order. They welcome it. What you are left with is
friendly fascism.
What do we do? How do we rescue
the culture? Well, I am going to shock
you! We don't. Our job is not to rescue the culture. Our job is to proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ and
to make disciples: to be the church; to
be faithful to God's holy Word. But
at the same time, we have to do this
with a Christian mind, aware of the
snares. We have to have a Biblically
infonned world view.
We have to be prepared to make a
defense of what we believe, and to
have a Biblically informed mind and
a Biblical worldview in all that we
do. Our minds have to be soaked in
the truth of God, the Scripture, and
we have to look at everything happening around us through God's eyes.
We have to begin to think Christianly
about every single aspect of life, so
that every single one ofus is an apologist.
But I think there is a grand opportunity for Christians to make our
views heard and understood. Yes ,
they may laugh at us- while their children are pointing loaded guns at innocent people and maybe at you.

Talk about abstinence, and yes, they
will laugh at you. They will laugh at
you while their kids are getting pregnant, while 50 percent of the kids are
being born to unwed mothers today,
and while the welfare bill is $35 billion. They just may begin to listen.
Talk about conscience. Let them go
ahead and laugh, while they put bars
on their houses at night-when
they're not sure their kids can get
home from school, when schools look
more like prisons than prisons do.
How do we engage the world responsibly? That may be the hardest
question of all. As the church, as the
people of God, how do we responsibly engage the world?
I want to choose my words very,
very carefully, because I sense that
there is a growing division within
evangelical ranks over how we approach the political process. I sense
there is a growing debate bubbling
just below the surface on what we
Christians should be doing in the Congress and with respect to the president of the United States.
Let me fIrst give a word of caution.
We are to treat all leaders with the
utmost respect. We ought to deal with
them with civility and with love because the Bible tells us to pursue peace
with all men. There is never an excuse for disrespect for the office or for
lack of love of the person. But this
raises a tough question. How do you
engage in a political debate with
people in political office that you don't
agree with?
First, always zealously guard the
independence of the gospel of Jesus
Christ. I warned my colleagues in the
1980s about being too close to any
political movement--even if we like
the people in office and we like their
policies-because (1) the gospel and
ideology do not mix; (2) you can never
make the gospel hostage to the fortunes of any political party; and (3)
political leaders will use us. I know. I
used to do it. I know better than anybody.
I have said that to evangelicals of
the conservative stripe. I feel I also
have to say it to evangelical leaders of
the more liberal persuasion. Don't be
taken in with threats or intimidation
just because now the political complexion has changed. Politicians on
both the right and the left will use
you.

Second, I want you to remember
that there is a crucial distinction be·
tween the magistrate and the office of
the magistrate. There is a crucial distinction between God appointing the
office of magistrate for our own good
to preserve order and to protect us,
and God, at the same time, appointing a person to fulfill the office of that
magistrate . God intends that the person be faithful to God's commands
because God put him in that position
to do exactly that. If that person acts
contrary to God's will, the church
has not only the right, but also the
duty to challenge him and to call him
to Biblical fidelity.
So, be civil, be loving, but never be
intimidated in God's call for righteousness and faithfulness. Being civil
does not mean being silent. Speak the
truth. Never be afraid to call our leaders of either party at every level to
fidelity to God's righteousness. Do it
with civility, but if you have that opportunity and are silent, you betray
your heritage, and you fall short of
your duty to the living God.
Always remember, also, that great
changes do not take place in cultures
and in societies overnight. Be patient.
Press on. Don't be in despair. And
the way this culture is going to change
is when the people out in the field, in
the pews, are discipled in Christ; when
they go out and patiently, earnestly
work, one person at a time, to bring
about change.
Final/y, re member our weapons.
Remember what the apostle Paul says
in Romans 12: "Overcome evil with
good. " It is the gospel. It is the incar·
nation. God overcame the evil of the
world with the good ofHis Son nailed
to a cross in an ugly death between
two criminals. The atonement was
overcoming--the sacrificial Lamb of
God was overcoming evil with good.
No matter how dark or ominous
are the signs of tyranny on the horizon, that is our hope: that by clinging
to the truth and the promises of God,
and by being the people of Godfaithfu l and diligent in pursuing what
He has called us to-even now, even
yet, we will overcome evil with good
by the grace of God unto His glory.
Used by permission a/World magazine.

A StiJlllin8
in the Country
Cal Thomas

I

t is too early to call it a trend and
much too soon to can it the beginnings of a revival, so let's call it a
stirring.
Something is stirring in the culture. Liberals who once celebrated a type of philosophical anarchy founded on the principle that objective truth does not exist
are now beginiog to lament the consequences. And this is showing up in the
journals most read by the apostles of subjective and ever-changing "truth ."
Michick Kakutani wrote an important
essay in the January 28 N(W York Times.
She noted that "subjectivity has gained a
new ascendancy" and that "post·modemists now place quotation marks around
words like 'reality,' insisting that tbe old
notion ofobjective knowledge has become
obsolete."
"Througho ut our culture ," writes
Kakurani, "the old notions of 'truth' and
'knowledge' are in danger of being replaced by the new ones of'opinion,' 'perception' and 'credibility.'"
In fact, they already have been replaced,
and those who have embraced such concepts have created a culture which even
they can no longer tolerate. One sees the
consequences of this intellectual vacuum
not only on the talk shows, but in politics,
academia and even the churches, too
many ofwhich are conforming to the culture instead of the reverse.
The absence of a standard is why
"choice" has become the operative word
in the abortion debate. Science, theology,
philosophy, personal testimony - none
of these is considered a fit subject for discussion when abortion is the issue.
America must get over its love affair with
the fetus, says Surgeon General Joycelyn
Elders, but she cannot be held accountable for her remarks because the stan·
dards once employed to rein in such an
outrageous statement are no longer operative.
Kakutani is not the first to notice with
regret where this lack of standards and
objective truth is leading us: Subjective
feelings are tne highest good. Reasoned
debate and useful discourse in the political arena are impossible. And a dark cynicism infects so many people.

Nearly seven years ago in a commencement address at Duke University, ABC's
Ted Koppel said, "Our society finds Truth
too strong a medicine to digest undiluted.
In its purest form Truth is not a polite tap
on the shoulder; it is a howling reproach."
"What Moses brought down from
Mount Sinai were not the Ten
Suggestions ... they are Commandments.
ARE, not were" (emphasis his).
Koppel noted that the brilliance of the
Commandments - the original standards
for objective truth - was that they codified, in just a few words, acceptable behavior. Today, though, without these or
any other standards, we say the greater
danger is the imposition of morality on
people who don't accept it. Excuse me,
but did God take a public opinion poll
before delivering the Commandments?
This is why civil and political discourse
is becoming so difficult and in many cases
so uncivil. It is why we have, in Koppel's
words, a thousand voices parodying de·
mocracy in which everyone's opinion is
afforded equal weight regardless of substance or merit. It is why liberal columnist Richard Cohen is upset that people
can no longer keep their back doors open
in spring and summer as he remembers
they did when he was a boy.
No politician of either party or of any
philosophy that does not acknowledge
objective truth can begin to fix what has
gone wrong with contemporary culture.
All their proposals apply to externals, and
none deals with the internal nature of men
and women, where the real fault lies.
Still, it is good to hear voices - like
Kakutani and Cohen and others - now
saying what those of a more conservative
stripe have been saying since objective
truth was abandoned in favor of the everchanging "truth' spawned by the
Woodstock generation.
There is a saying that if you don't feel
as close to God as you used to, guess who
moved. Perhaps that is why a growing
number of people are feeling uncomfortable - with themselves and the condition of our culture. They may have moved
too far from objective truth.

Lns Angeles Times Syndicate

Tbe Hermeneuti,al Downward Spiral:
Women's Ordination, Homosexuality and Abortion
-Wbere Are We!
James T. Dennison, Jr.
In this issue, author Dennison concludes

his series ofarticles on the henneneutkal
downward spiral by drawing some parallels to the CUffent scene in our Refonned
community.

F

or three hundred years, we
have witnessed the growth of
an approach to the Bible which
regards the Word of God as an inspirational springboard to the religious
ideas and feelings of the times. If Paul
teaches in I Tim. 2:12-13 that women
are not pennitted to exercise authority over men in the church, the liberal
progressives regard Paul as either (1)
wrong (dead wrong!) or (2) bound by
the unenlightened thought forms
prevalent at the time. In either case,
Paul's remarks are to be superseded
as the Spirit moves in a different time
and place. If Paul, in the same I Tim.
2:12-13, anchors his prohibition of
women's rule in the church not in the
prevailing Greek or Roman culture,
but in the order of creation, progressive liberals dismiss this as hierarchical theology governed by a patriarchal or male-dominated model of reality-a model of reality which no
longer binds us in our enlightened
and progressive context.

EQUALITY AND
ROLE DISTINCTION
But if men and women are not
bound by the order of creation, they
will ultimately not be bound by God
Himself. If it is true that in the order
of creation God places woman in a
position of equal dignity and
personhood with man, yet distinguishes her role (even in unfallen
Paradise) as under the authority of
the man, then we are dealing with
something profoundly part of the
warp and woof of relationships. This

profound equality in personhood with
distinction in role is found even in
God Himself. The Father and the
Son (and, I might add, the Holy Spirit)
are equal in person and dignity. None
is inferior or less than the other in
being. And yet, the Son comes to do
the will of the Father. The Son subor-

"This profound equality ·
in petSonhood ~jth
dis
tion in role is found
in God Himself"
dinates Himself to the will of His Father. The subordination of God the
Son to God the Father in the plan of
salvation does not make the Son inferior or of less value than the Father.
No, they remain essentially equal, yet
relationally distinct. This equality and
distinction is reflected in relationships
between God's creatures. With respect to husband and wife, man and
woman , God has mirrored equality
of person with distinction of relationship or role. Even in the garden of
Eden , before sin entered the world to
distort and corrupt relationships, man
was the head of the woman. Adam
was created ftrst. Eve was taken from
him-from his side as his equal in
person and dignity, but under his authority in the relationships which reflect the intimacy of Christ and His
Bride.
In marriage, the man is the leaderthe one in whom, Christ-like, God
places authority over his wife. In the
church, the male is the leader- the
one in whom, Christ-like, God places
authority over the female. If after the
faU, sinful men have tyrannized their
wives or the women in the churchif they have chauvinistically regarded
women as inferior in dignity and
worth to their macho male egos-

then such men are in need of repentance and confession for they have
sinned against the Triune God and
the way He has created the male-female, man-woman relationship . If after the fall, sinful women have rebelled and thrown offtheir distinctive
role, either usurping or assuming unwarranted authority over men in the
home and church-then such women
are in need of repentance and confession for they have sinned against the
Triune God and the way He has created the male-female, man-woman
relationship.

CHRIST AND IDS BRIDE
With respect to the role of women
and men in the church and in the
home, we are talking of Christ. Christ
Jesus loves His Bride and accords her
full equality of dignity with Himself.
Yet He leads her; she does not lead
Him. He dies for her; she does not
die for Him. He takes her unto Himself; she rests under the cover of His
gannent. He gives her the robes of
His righteousness; she does not clothe
herself in fig-leaf robes of her own
making. Christ Jesus loves His church
and 4raws her into a bond of intimacy and dignity with Himself. Yet
He is her Lord ; He is her Master. She
is His servant; she is His handmaid .
He commands her; she does not command Him. He rules over her in love;
she submits obediently to His rule of
love subordinating her will to His will.
Christ is first- His Bride, His church,
is second. Christ, the second Adam,
is prior; His Bride, His church- the
second Eve- is posterior.
Our minds and hearts are captive
to the Word of God- a final authority for aU time. What Paul says, God
says. The words of I Tim. 2:12-13 are
not contextually restricted to Greek

and Roman times. The words of
I Tim. 2:12-13 are for all time. They
do not bind to Paul's time; they transcend every time. They do not flow
from the fall; they arise from the relationship which existed between man
and woman prior to the falL The
words of Paul are not annulled by sin
or the fall; they mirror a relationship
which is untouched by the fall.
Though sin may aggravate this relationship, it does not cancel it, as if
now that she is redeemed by Christ,
woman may take the lead by exercising authority over the man.

EQUALITY AND
SUBORDINATION
If Gal. 3:28 is used, it must be used
in harmony with the order of creation- an order which is not annulled
by the order of the new creation. "All
are one in Christ Jesus" is a ringing
affinnation ofthe equality ofman and
woman with respect to justification
before God. Some in Paul's day had
been led to say that the order of creation corrupted by the fall particularized justification or salvation only for
some: for men, not women; for freemen, not slaves; for Jews , not Gentiles. But Paul affirms that the order
of redemption is as the order of creation restored to its unfallen statejustification is equally for all in Christ
Jesus. God is no respecter of persons:
all are liable to the worth and dignity
of justification, eternal life, heaven
itself-none is excluded because of
sex, ethnic background, social position. Christ restores men and women
to the same dignity of forgiveness of
sins and imputed righteousness. Christ
restores slaves and freemen to the
same dignity of forgiveness of sins
and imputed righteousness. Christ restores Jews and Gentiles to the same
dignity of forgiveness of sins and imputed righteousness.
Gal. 3:28 does not overrule the order ofcreation. It is a ringing affmnation of the renewal of the order of
creation-the lifting of the curse--the restoration of equality of person
before the throne of God. At the same
time, it says nothing about a reversal
or rejection of male-female roles in
the new creation. Gal. 3:28 is not a
manifesto to reverse the roles of men
and women in the created order. It is
a declaration of the renewal of the

created order and of the equality of
men and women in justification before God. The point is not to pit Gal.
3:28 and I Tim. 2:12-13 against one
another as if equality of person and
distinction of role were opposed. The
point is to see the whole counsel of
God in balance; to see the whole scope
of Paul's teaChing in harmony: equality of person (Gal 3:28) with subordination of role (I Tim. 2:12-13). M
in so much else, the teaching of the
Bible is not an either-or antithesis:
either equality of person or subordination of role. The teaching of the Bible
is a both-and synthesis: both equality
of person and subordination of role.
This is the point of! Cor. 11 . Whatever our view of the headcovering in
vv. 4 and 5, the inspired Paul emphasizes equality of dignity with suhordi-

".. .it is a 'complicated'
matter to determine the .
moral stance ofthe
WON of God on
same-fex couplings."
nation of role. The man and the
woman in the Lord are not greater or
less than one another in person, worth
or dignity (v. 11). Yet the head of
every woman is the man, even as God
the Father is head of Christ. Equality
and subordination-that is Paul's
teaching consistently.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
SEXUAL RELATIONSIllPS
But if we cancel the order of creation with respect to male-female relationships and women's ordination,
then we will be liable to void the order of creation with respect to heterosexual relationships. If the order of
creation with Adam first, Eve second
is the infallible revelation ofGod, then
the order of creation with Adam and
Eve, not Adam and Steve is the infallible revelation of God. The order of
nature instituted by God in the beginning was a man and a woman. It was
not a man and a man, or a woman
and a woman. Once we entertain the
liberal downgrade on the ordination
of women, can the acceptance of the
gay and lesbian lifestyle be resisted?
When the voices calling for the ordination of women do so by arguing

that Paul's views were conditioned
by his patriarchal or male-dominated
culture, sooner or later the
hermeneutical spiral will discover that
Paul's views of same-sex intercourse
were also culturally conditioned. In
our more enlightened culture, Paul's
condemnation of homosexuality will
have to be attributed to his own
homophobia ("fear of homosexuals").
We hear Reformed voices urging
us to welcome professing Christians
"regardless of affectional preference."
That means, persons professing to be
Christians are to be welcomed in the
church (and, presumably, in the kingdom of heaven) even if they are men
actively involved in sexual intercourse
with other men and even if they are
women actively involved in sexual
intercourse with other women. We
are warned by these progressive voices
that if practicing homosexuals are told
that their lifestyle of same-sex forni cation is an offense to God, that such
language constitutes a hate crime and
is "poison," bigotry and fanaticism in
our contemporary enlightened culture. Some liberal voices allege that
the Bible is not clear on homosexual
practice; that it is a "complicated"
matter to determine the moral stance
of the Word of God on same-sex couplings. What is clear, these progressive voices announce, is that the
church is to be a place of celebration- a place where gays and lesbians may celebrate their homosexuality without criticism, judgment or condemnation.
Once again, we ask, "Has God
said?" "Do you not know that the
unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived;
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor effeminate, nor homosexuals ... shall inherit the kingdom
of God" (I Cor. 6:9,10).
We urge homosexual persons everywhere to repent and believe the
gospel. Give up your slavery to your
lusts and receive the good news that
in Christ Jesus you may be free. Free
of the bondage to your sin; free of the
wrath to come. We plead with gay
and lesbian persons everywhere--do
not perish, but come to Christ Jesus
who through His Holy Spirit is able
to wash you, to sanctify you, to justify you freely by His grace . Here is
good news in Christ- not the perversion of nature, but the fulfilling of
love in a Christian marriage. The arm
of the Lord is not short; the power of
the gospel is able to restore you to the

natural use of a man for a woman, a
woman for a man in the bonds of
Christian marriage. The love of Christ
constrains us! Gay and lesbian persons, your dignity is found in the
transformation that Jesus promises to
all who diligently seek Him. In Christ
Jesus, behold a new creation; old
things are passed away, behold all
things are made new. This is a faithful saying, Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinnersyea, gay and
lesbian sinners! The love of Christ
constrains us! Repent and believe the
gospel, lest you be consumed in His
anger. Gay and lesbian persons, we
beseech you on behalf of Christ, be
reconciled to God.

IMPLICATIONS
FOR ABORTION
We find progressive Reformed
voices in the abortion arena as well.
Here again, we enter the order of creation. What is conceived by union of
sperm and egg is a human beingchromosomally, biologically, spiritually, legally. It is a violation of the
order of creation to destroy life in the
womb. "In sin did my mother conceive me," says David in Ps. 5 1:5,
acknowledging that from the time of
conception he was a "me"a personal, human being. Yet there are progressive Reformed voices who want
to withhold personhood from the fetus until the end of the second trimester (24th week of pregnancy). That
means prior to the sixth month of
pregnancy, the fetus is not a person
and has no right to legal protection.
These progressive voices argue that
the 1973 Roe versus Wade decision of
the US Supreme Court made the abortion decision a personal matter between a woman and her physician.
The hermeneutical spiral will lead progressive advocates of early term abortion to absolutize only one moral imperative the imperative of self. No
society, no institution, no church, no
book can prevent me from choosing
myseLfeven at the expense of my
baby. A culture which permits and
approves such selfishness is spiraling
towards destruction. If the blood of
innocent Abel cried out to God for
vindication, how much more the
blood of millions of aborted fetuses.

WE CANNOT FOLLOW
We have journeyed a long way in
this discussion. Our henneneutical ex
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cursion has shown how the interpretation of the Bible has been shaped by
the prevailing cultural forces of the
past three hundred years. Whether
the methodology has been mere reason , romantic idealism , modern existentialism or some other form of liberalism, the result has always been
the samethe Bible is reduced to the
level of the culture and made conformable to the mood of the times.
We have also noticed the slippery
slope, the socalled domino effect in
which adopting one liberal position
begets yet more radical liberalism.
We cannot follow, for to us, the
Bible is the voicethe very sacred
lispof God Himself. Our minds,
hearts, consciences are bound by that
Word. We are unable to support the
ordination of women to the eldership
and pastorate because God Himself
forbids it by the order of creation and
the renewal of the created order in
the new creation in Christ Jesus. We
are unable to embrace the
hermeneu tical spiral which down·
grades the beauty of malefemale
sexual intercourse only within the
bond of marriage. We are unable to
follow the downgrade with respect to
fetal life which we regard as a sacred
gift from God its Creator. We are
unable to follow liberalism which accommodates the inerrant Word of
God to the prevailing culture.

Has God said? We believe He hasonce and for all, in His Word. Here
we stand, God help us, we can do no
other.
In our stand, we have sought the
honor of the Lord Jesus Christ, the
King and Head of the church: the
honor of His person, Very God of
Very God; the honor of His work,
wherein He has purchased the church
with His own blood; the honor of His
Word, all of which is given by inspiration of His blessed Spirit; the honor
of His relationships, whereby He is
the Husband of His body, the church,
His Bride. Jesus must increase; we
must decrease . H e must have the preeminence; we must count all things
loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus our Lord.
Rev. Dennison received the M. Div, and
Th,M degrees from Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary. He was pastor ofthe Pioneer and
Pleasant Grow United Prt!Sbyterian Churches
(UPCUSAj, Ligonier, PA from 1970-1979.
Cu"ently he is a minister in tk PCA. He is
the Editor and Publish" ofKerux: A Journal
ofBiblical-Theological Preaching and is finishing editon'al work on George M. Giger's
translation of Francis Turrentin Institutes
of Elendic Theology (3 vors., Presbyterian
and Refomud Publishing Co.). Currently, he
serves as Libran"an and Lecturer in Church
Historyat WtSlminstu Theological Seminary
in California.
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Holtrop's Hypothesis (1)
Or Some Questions Ahout: Philip C. Holtrop's

The Bolm Cont10ve1IY on Pndeltinlltion, From 1551 To 1555
(Edwin Mellen Press, 1993, Vol. 1 in 2 Parts, 1033 pp.)

Lester De Koster
In this issue of The Outlook we are
featuring three opinion pieces which are
based on recently published books (and

one videotape). Because they are serious
reflections on issues raised in the books,
we are treating them as articles rather than
book reviews, with the prayer that they
may help us all to grow in discernment.
The Editors

I

must be said that the document
before us is quite innocent of the
elementary literary principles of

t

unity, coherence and emphasis. It
clearly went too soon to the printer.
In a commendatory "Foreword,"
Holtrop's one-time mentor, Professor
Heiko Oberman, alludes to the
author's innumerable repetitions thus:
"Under nonnal circumstances, one
would conclude that it would have
profited from a severe 'doctor-father'
or energetic editorial hand, equipped
with pen and scissors. But in my view,
extensive documentation such as

III). May the reader forgive any itchiness that he may experience in the
process of reading" (p. 10). "Laminated" is an unusual rhetorical category. Does it imply, assertion is evidence; reiteration is prooj?Part II begins
on page 167. With Part III it extends
through page 920! Some 80% of the
whole in the " laminated" mode!
There grows, as one plods along, an
irresistible "itchiness" for the drastic
measures hinted at by Obennan.
Lacking rhetorical structure to guide
a review, we try to impose some order by way ofun-laminated questions,
beginning with:

11.1Was John Calvin a"saint"?
We begin thus because Holtrop
means to come out swinging, as it
were, with a 'conclusion' that even
precedes any record of research: "I
repeat [mind you, lamination on page
3] Calvin was not the saint that many
of his followers have
made him out to be" (p.

but a
ny l,lipOff /'he',RJdlterscale of the
~a't,Cvlnise1hquk

Holtrop advances is necessary when
one offers such a challenging thesis
as 'Calvin was out to kill'" (p. xix).
"Challenging thesis" it maybe. But
the "documentation" for that thesis
is neither "extensive" nor conclusive.
What, in fact, the reader commonly
gets for "documentation" is Holtrop's
endlessly reiterated assertions, supplemented by extensive quotation of assertions by others. And the author
himself concedes that "my work
shows some repetition and a 'laminated' style (especially in Parts II and

which

3),

A "saint" indeed?
Holtrop's bibliography
gives no evidence that he
has at all researched
w hat a Calvinist "saint"
might be. He has no in-

kling of the bond between his subject, predestination and
Calvinist "sainthood." His bibliography lacks, for example, the fascinating study by one, Michael Walzer of
Princeton, entitled The Revolution Of
The Saints. Walzer's "saints" are Calvinists! They who under Cromwell
brought about the English revolution
of the 1640s, including beheading
Charles I. Yes, Calvinists were the
kind of "saints" who "killed" a king!
And in like manner brought liberty
out oftyranny across Europe and into

the American colonies. The source of
their strength? A profound conviction,
enunciated by Calvin, that God
marched behind and before, victory
inevitable! Walzer obviously sees
what Holtrop is blind to, though it is
presumably the subject of Holtrop's
thesis! And Holtrop declaims Calvin
no saint. Does he mean a Mr. Nice
Guy?
"The Calv ini st saint," writes
Walzer, "is, above all, an extraordinarily bold, inventive, and ruthless
politician, as a man should be who
has 'great works' to perform, as a
man, perhaps, must be for 'great
works have great enemies'" (Pref., p.
vii; he is quoting Puritan pastor
Stephen Marshall, preaching to the
House of Commons, 1641). Calvinist
"saints" learned from Calvin to hitch
the wagons of political necessity to
the star of divine sovereignty. As did,
say, William the Silent, and the
"saints" featured in Cotton Mather's
Magnalia Christi Americana, practitioners of predestination, but unnoticed
by Holtrop.
Even Marxists understood Calvin·
ist "sainthood." Leon Trotsky viewed
Calvin as the only revolutionary in
Western history comparable in effect
to Marx. In an appreciative biography of Lenin, Marxist-leaning British
professor Christopher Hill writes that
to find anyone comparable to Lenin
in intellectual power and revolution·
ary consequence, "we must go all the
way back to John Calvin." Walzer
notes, as did Trotsky and in fact many
others, that the impetus for the powerful impact of Calvinist "saints" upon
the Western world lay in their sober
conviction that God had set "the stars
in their courses" on the side of His
"saints." Therefore, Calvinist "saints"
wore no haloes; they had beaten them
into swords so that their children
might ply ploughshares in libertyso, they knew, God ordained from
before the foundations of the world!
Was Calvin a "saint"? How might
Holtrop know?
The fact that Bolsecs are no longer
expelled, neither from a Geneva nor
a Berne, nor a Grand Rapids, for holding unorthodox views is just because
there was a Geneva which shook off
the likes of Holtrop'S Bolsec as one
might a buzzing mosquito. Modem
toleration is the fruit in liberty of a
Calvinist "sainthood" which Bolsec

would gladly have robbed of its predestinarian dynamic-with Holtrop's
benediction!
Just to prove that he does not understand his own heritage, Holtrop
trumpets, as from Sinai, "Calvin hardened his view into a militantism that
could even kill his opponents. All of
that is not pleasant-but Calvin scholars will have to take it into account if
their work is to be authentic" (p. 6).
Come now, "will have to ... ?" Does he
mean 'since Holtrop'? What authentic Calvin "scholarship" has not long
ago taken Calvinist "militantism,"
with its revolutionary consequences,
" into account"?

!2:1What was "Le affaire Bolsec'1
We need not give much time to it.
Calvin didn't.
Holtrop tries to elevate the Bolsec
episode into a cause celebre to justify
what we will dub the Holtrop Hypothesis. Which we judge to be: the 155 1
Bolsec controversy in Geneva obliged
Calvin to formulate the doctrine of
predestination in a way calculated to
make Bolsec out a damnable heretic,
susceptible to capital punishment, and
thus rid the city of potential civic disorder. Such became, according to
Holtrop, the perverted doctrine canonized by Dort. Oberman lauds this
as a "significant advance in Calvin
scholarship" (p. xix). Is he serious?
Environing this whole thesis is the
irony that Calvin did not have to restructure the doctrine of predestination to show Bolsec at odds with its
truth. Bolsec persistently showed that
himself. He denounced a formulation
already clearly enunciated before he
got to Geneva, the same doctrine canonized by Dort. Which means that
Holtrop's notion of a doctrine "emerging" from the Bolsec episode is tilting
with windmills of his own m anufacture.
In brief: there dwelt in Calvin's
Geneva ofthe late 15405, one, Jerome
Bolsec, ex-monk then practicing medicine. Unknown except that he had
from time to time given public expression to a distaste for Calvin's understanding of the Bible as teaChing
God's sovereignty in predestinationelection and reprobation, as in the
Canons ofDort. To support Bolsec is,
quietly, to critique Dort.
And so it came to pass that on October 16, 1551, at one of the weekly

Bible study sessions in Calvin's St.
Peter's, referred to as "congregations," Bolsec chose to make something of a spectacle of himself, believing Calvin absent. Calvin's "God,"
he asseverated, was nothing other
than a pagan tyrant, a veritable "Jupiter;" the doctrine of predestination
was derived from one, Lorenzo Valla,
and was "contrary to Holy Scripture
and most offensive and pernicious to
the gospel." So much for Dort! These
views he tried to support with quotations from various of the Church fathers,
During the harangue, unbeknown
to Bolsec, Calvin had slipped in. And
to Bolsec's chagrin, Calvin heard him
out and then rose to quote from
memory elaborate refutation of
Bolsec's abuse of his patristic "authorities." It was, objective Calvin historians agree, an astonishing feat. one
that became legendary. A giant exposed a pygmy as a blustering, ignorant rabble-rouser, spouting off once
too often. So it appeared to an
"Aud iteur de Justice" who was
present. He remanded Bolsec to police custody for examination of his
motivations. Why arousing anti-clerical sentiment at a time when no city
enjoyed social tranquility, and religion was at the heart of most tensions?
So began a trial of sorts. "The nerve
center of the entire controversy," as
Holtrop sees it, was Bolsec's conviction "that God would be unjust-and
that man would not be responsibleif we abstracted the decree of predestination (or reprobation) from history
and actual belief (or unbelieO" (p.
448). Not much above sophomoric
level. The trial process consisted in
an the exchange of written questions
and answers, then counter questions.
betvteen "the ministers" and Boisec,
all presented to the ruling "Seigneury"
for judgment as to Bolsec's expUlsion.
No doubt it takes more time to read
the Holtrop volumes than Calvin himself gave to the whole matter. Bolsec
was but one of many such nuisances
in a volatile time, of whom Calvin
once exclaimed, "Am I responsible
for every ass that brays in Geneva?"
The Bolsec matter occasioned but a
tiny blip on the Richter scale of the
great Calvinist earthquake which
transfigured Europe as modernity
dawned for the Western world.
Jerome who?

German biographer, Dr. Paul
Henry, gives the controversy only
forty pages of his substantial (970
pages) Life And Times a/Calvin (1851·
52, Eng. trans. in two volumes from
the German, 1835-44, 3 vols.). The
reader of the Holtrop thesis would do
well to peruse Henry's account, along
with making careful study ofthe translation into English of the Bolsec documents, pages 137-186 in Philip
Hughes' Register Of The Company Of
Pastors OfGeneva In The Time a/Calvin
(1966). There is in French an equally
brief summary of the incident by the
dean of Calvin biographers, Emile
Doumergue, in volume six (pp. 131161) of his magisterial seven volume
Jean Calvin, les hommes et les choses de
son temps, 1899-1927. Bolsec came;
Bolsec went; Calvinism flourished.
What's new?
Well, the episode provides occasion
for Holtrop's reiterated expression of
unflagging empathy with Bolsec, man
and 'theologian,' played off against
an unrelenting and vituperative antipathy for Calvin. And one is reminded of biographer Henry's comment on a certain J.A. Galiffe's
Maleriaux pour [,histoire de Geneve
(1829-30). Henry writes: "He loses
all claim to respect or credit when we
find him undertaking the defence of
Bolsec" (Vol. II, p. 107). An instructive judgment from a knowledgeable
source.
On December 11, 1551, the magistrates decreed Bolsec's expulsion from
Geneva. At the December 18 "congregation," Calvin explains the brief
history, once again expositing the
Scriptural basis for the doctrine at issue. We will make use ofit.
On the 23rd, according to the Register, "Maitre Jerome was banished to
the sound of the trumpet from the
territory of Geneva."
Writing to Zurich friend and colleague, Henry Bullinger, in January,
1552, Calvin says, "Jerome has been
publicly sentenced to perpetual exile.
Certain slanderers have been falsely
circulating that we desired a more
cruel punishment, and some have
been foolish enough to believe it"
(Bonnet, Letters, II, p. 334). Some
"foolish" enough, that is, to believe
the "slander" of a "Calvin out to
kil1. " Was this the "documentation"
Oberman had in mind?
Bolsec went to live in the canton of
Berne which had supported him in

the controversy. To certify, as it were,
Calvin's estimate ofhim, Bolsec soon
earned expulsion from Berne as threat
to public tranquility. He eventually
returned to the Catholic Church in
France. There he sought to avenge
what Holtrop chooses to call the "injustice" done him by Geneva through
publishing in 1577, thirteen years after Calvin's death, a "Life Of Calvin"
designed to degrade in every respect
the person and work of the Reformer.
Holtrop finds it hard to speak ill of it.
The book was frequently republished
(Doumergue, VI, 158-159) to keep
alive, among those who treasure it,
the image of an "ugly" Calvin.

! ~i l Whatwas Calvin's statementof the
doctrine ofpredestinationbeforetheBolsec
incident?
This is obviously essential to an orderly development of the Holtrop
Hypothesis which is that Calvin refashioned the doctrine to "get" Bolsec
(though he occasionally writes as if
Calvin discovered the doctrine during the controversy). How show a restructuring until you specify the original? How had Calvin phrased the doctrine of predestination which brought
Bolsec out braying?
Holtrop shows no interest in providing such essential information.
One can guess why. He is never going to be able to show just how the
controversy changed the original statement. He is just going to assert, over
and over, that so it did.
In fact, Bolsec, and those who listened to him, and the Swiss churches
to which later appeal was made , and
the magistrates who heard the matter, all knew what was Calvin's statement of the doctrine of predestination. It was, to turn a phrase , already
well set in cement! Calvin had enlarged upon it in continuing editions
of his Institutes, of which he was, in
1551, bringing out another; Calvin
had exposited his view in his De
aeterna Deipredestinatione (1543/ 1552)
against a certain Pighius and
Georgius-Heruy Cole has those treatises in English in his Calvin's Calvinism.
And we can find Calvin's statement
of the doctrine for ourselves in the
"congregation" which Calvin addressed after Bolsec's expulsion, translated by Holtrop without comment

(pp. 695-720). From it, then, we take
this: "We now see that what I said is
confirmed sufficiently by Holy Scripture: God has elected us not only before we knew him but before we were
born, and before the world was created. He has elected us by his free
goodness-and he did not look for
any other cause. He has deliberated
this purpose in himself- and we must
know this in order to glorify him, as
is proper for us to do" (p. 707}-the
root, we may say, of Calvinist "sainthood. " As to the "reprobate," Calvin
says, "God reprobates them inasmuch
as they are not chosen and elect. Nevertheless, we must recognize that God
is just, even though we cannot comprehend ' the cause" (p. 714). Calvin
has in the same lecture supported the
doctrine by a brief exegesis of the following texts (page numbers refer to
the Holtrop volume): Eph. 1:3-6 (pp.
699-700); Rom. 8:28-30(p. 701); GaL
4:9 (p. 702); John 6:44 & 10:28 (p.
704); Rom. 9:6-20 (pp. 704-707).

I ~.bid

Calvin change the statement of
the doctrine in the Bolsec affair?

Holtrop provides no evidence, beyond repeated assertion, for that. But
it is the heart of the Holtrop Hypothesis. So , we read this: "The theological responses to Bolsec at Geneva can
only be understood within the political, social, and psychological milieu
in that city in the first half of the
1550s. The emerging view of pre destination cannot be fathomed apart
from the pressures and history in
which it was formulated" (p. 47).
Notice carefully: " ... the emerging
view .... " So Holtrop says. The reader
asks: Was there no "view" before
Bolsec? There obviously was. What
else was Bolsec fussing over? But then,
If there was an "emerging view,"
show us! What was it? And why not
lay it alongside the original view, and
expose the difference! Crucial "documentation" not supplied!

' 5. :,~ ust

to flesh out what could have
been an orderly thesis development,
one asks: If there was a"new"form of
the predestination doctrine after Bolsec
was gone, what was that? How different
from the original?

In short, this "documentation
should be supplied"; I} statement of
the doctrine before Bolsec; 2) the
changes made to "get" him; 3) the
final product sent on to Dort. None
supplied. Fatal to the Hypothesis.

1 6 ~k est we do him an injustice, let
us ask: What does Holtrop say that
Holtrop is up to?
Well, claim is made to things like
these (unburdened, one will notice,
by undue modesty):
"In any case, the main tensions in
the later Reformed doctrine of predestination were all present in nuce
with the Bolsec controversy_ The Canons of Dort and the development of
pre- and postlapsarianism can only
be seen against that background...But
strange to say, this controversy has
never been analyzed thoroughly until
my present study" (p. 4).
"Very little has been done in exam·
ining the literature of this period. No
previous study has explored it
painstakingly ... The sources, however,
are available" (pp. &.7).
"No single monograph has analyzed the motifs in Bolsec's doctrine
of predestination and the responses
within the controversy, as I have tried
to do. None has set forth as fully the
political, psychological, and social factors- as well as the opposition to
Calvin by the majority of Reformed
theologians in the early I 550s" (p. 9).
"To the best of my knowledge, no
one else has suggested that the earliest formulation of the Genevan view
of predestination was motivated by
largely political exigencies-with significant implications for the later development ofReformed theology. No
one else has studied most of the texts
in the controversy, in an effort to draw
out the relevant conclusions. No one
else has read and commented on all
the main documents of the trial itself" (p. 9).
His was, he adds, a "sort of virginal
work... the threat and the joy ofworking independently in materials that
were virtually unexplored" (p. 10).
Yes, these are very generous claims,
BUT where is the foundation contrasting the presumably several statements of the doctrine under research?
No grains of wheat in all that cham
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But what ofthat "documentation"
erman lauds so highly?

Holtrop lays it down that, "Once
more, we should let the materials
speak for themselves without affixing
a priori interpretations. I shall therefore present these copiously---especially in Part Three" (p. 11). Ah, the
documents!
Part Three, tided "The Trial Itself,"
takes up 254 pages all told (413-657).
But note that essentially these " ma terials" in Hughes' translation of the
Register occupy only 49 pages (137186). Why such a discrepancy-over
200 pages? Holtrop explains mat "The

Registres frequently confuses the Ofder of events and omits important
documents; it is therefore an unreliable guide" (p. 464, fn 2). How does
that comport with Hughes' own Introduction to his translation of the
Register: "The theological dispute with
him [BoIsec] is fully recorded in the
pages of the Register of the Company
of Pastors" (p. 21). Holtrop o r
Hughes?
What is in those 200 extra pages of
Holtrop's? The reader soon discovers
that the bulk of that excess space is
not occupied by documents "speaking for themselves." Instead there is
Holtrop's paraphrase of the documents, masquerading as an "analysis," grimly designed to insure that
the reader gets no favorable impression of Calvin, and no unfavorable
impression ofBolsec. One might endlessly illustrate. Moral: better use
Hughes!
We will tum, next time, to this question:

!up8to?.1What does Oberman say Holtrop is
Dr. Lester De Koster, now retired, served
as Director ofthe Library, Calvin College,
and also as Editor in Chief of The Banner, the denominational publication ofthe
Christian Refonned Church.
Dr. Philip Holtrop, author ofthe book in
question, is a minister in the Christian
RLfonned Church and Professor of Religion and Theology at Calvin College,
Grand Rrzpids, MI.

Mine Eyes Have Seen
Tbe <;lory
Bassam M Madany

D

Uring 1993, Public Television (Channel 11 in Chicago) showed a special program dealing with the present status
of Evangelicalism in the USA. The
project was sponsored by the Pew
Charitable Foundation and based on
Randall Balmer's book with the same
title. The work was ftrst published by
the Oxford University Press in 1989.
An expanded edition appeared in
1993 with the subtitle: A Journey into
the Evangelical Sulxulture in America.
Perhaps thousands, if not millions,
have seen the televised version ofthis
mini series depicting the Evangelical
scene in the USA. The following is a
review of the contents of the video!
book as well as an evaluation from a
confessional, Reformed perspective.
To begin with, some words about
the author. Randall Balmer teaches
at Barnard College, Columbia University in New York. H e grew up in
an Evangelical atmosphere in the
Middlewest. He studied at Trinity
Deerfield Divinity School in the
northern suburbs of Chicago. Some
time later he left his Evangelical subculture and found "freedom" in a
broader Protestant atmosphere. He
embarked on this project partly because of his interest in the study of
what he calls an American subculture and partly on account of his eagerness to make a re-assessment of
his past.

THE JOURNEY
His journey takes him to several
parts of America, including the East,
the South, Texas, California and his
own roots in the Middlewest. It seems
that two main points stand out in his
definition of Evangelicalism (sometimes he refers to it as Fundamentalism): a strong belief in the inerrancy of

Scripture together with literalistic interpretation of the contents of the Word of
God.
He visits Calvary Chapel in Santa
Ana, California which started as a
sincere attempt to bring the gospel to
the hippies in the mid-sixties. It has
become a mega-church which ministers every week to thousands ofyoung
and old from all walks of life. Another important stop is Dallas, Texas
and a visit with students and faculty
of Dallas Theological Seminary, the
Westpoint of American Fundamentalism. H ere he learns about the adoption by a large majority of American
Evangelicals of a rather novel and
revo lutionary method of Biblical interpretation: the Dispensational way
of "rightly dividing the Word of
truth."
For some peculiar reason, Randall
Balmer visits the Capstone Cathedral
in Phoenix , Arizona where he meets
with Evangelist Neal Frisby who
claims to have miraculous powers to
heal aU and any kind of illness and
deformity. He learns from this encounter with Frisby several things
about how some "miracle " workers
operate.
Not wanting to restrict his journey
to such extreme examples of American Evangelicalism, Balmer takes his
readers to a rather old-fashioned
method of passing on the faith of the
fathers to the younger generations.
We visit Word of Life Fellowship
camp in upstate New York. The
leader is an elderly Fundamentalist,
Jack Wyrtzen who does his best to
present the claims of the gospel to
young people just as he began to do
back in the late forties. Balmer also
takes us on a visit to Multnomah
School of the Bible in Portland, Oregon. There we listen to professors
who are totally committed to the solid

tenets of Fundamentalism in the tradition of Moody Bible Institute. Not
only are right teachings emphasized,
but also the necessity of separateness
from the world.
Our journey with Randall Balmer
will not be complete if we neglect
Black Evangelicalism, both charismatic and non-charismatic. We see
again the strong place that various
black churches have played in the life
of the African-American communities across the years. The social dimension of the gospel is seen in the
variety of the programs which seek to
meet the urgent needs of our black
fellow Christians.
What attracted me from the first
time I watched MINE EYES was the
graphic way in which various types
of Evangelicals were portrayed. The
sincerity and passion of Randall
Balmer are in evidence in the variety
ofthe interviews and visits ofthe "centers" which represent certain types of
Evangelicalism. Not having had the
time or the opportunity to visit all
these places, I felt that I was "accompanying" the author/story-teller all
the time.

PROBLEMS
Every episode and every comment
of Randall Balmer becomes a challenge to any Christian who is still
committed to a confessionally Reformed heritage. Reflecting on my
study of the Word of God as well as
the theological and historical subjects
connected with my ministry over the
years, I felt quite uneasy with many
parts of MINE EYES HAVE SEEN
THE GLORY.
Exclusion of confessional Protestants
Coming from the Middle East
where the pure gospel was re-introduced to us by missionaries of the
Reformed tradition, I had always regarded myself as an Evangelical. After all, what distinguishes Christianity from all other religions is the fact
of the gospel (Evangel), that wonderful Good News of God's way of salvation through the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. In fact, the
pioneer missionaries preferred to call
us neither Presbyterian nor Refonned,
but simply Evangelical. But it was not
a type of confessionless and creedless
Evangelicalism portrayed in Randall

Balmer's production. Rather it was a
robust fonn of Refonned Evangelicalism. So immediately I felt ill at
ease when I noticed that somehow
and by definition, the author excluded
all confessional Protestants from his
category of Evangelicals. No attempt
was made to visit either Lutheran or
Reformed (and PreSbyterian)
churches which still adhere to the fundamentals of the Biblical faith.
Perhaps this remark betrays my ignorance of American Christianity, I
mean Balmer's exclusive emphasis on
the children of the Anabaptist and
Arminian traditions. And yet, I should
not be too hard on him. After all,
many of the American children of
Luther and Calvin have not remained
faithful to the tenets of Lutheranism
or Calvinism. Should we then blame
the non-confessional Evangelicals
(with their often distorted or abbreviated gospel) for stepping in to fill the
vacuum?
In one place, Randall Balmer does
show appreciation for the giants of
the Reformation as he laments the
decline of these historic forms of Protestantism. "In many Protestant circles
however, Luther's breakthrough ,
which John Calvin codified and
systematised in the Institutes of the
Christian Religion has been compromised by a theological strain generally known as Arminianism. [It] has
long eclipsed Calvinism in American
Protestantism." Any Protestant who
truly appreciates the great work done
by the early reformers cannot help
sympathizing with the author's criticis m of the hermeneutic of
D ispensationalism and the lack of
proper spirit of worship within many
an Evangelical worship service.
Neal Frisby
A puzzling part o f the book is
Balmer's treatment of Neal Frisby.
Why was this man included within
the category of Evangelicals? His
views are far out and mark him rather
as a cult leader!
Worldliness
One of the most disturbing features
of the work is the cavalier way the
author dismisses the Evangelical/
Fundamentalist concern with worldliness. It is too simplistic to dub such an
attitude as dichotomous. The epistles
of Paul dwell on right doctrine, and

on a life which must manifest the new
creation wrought in the heart of the
believer by the Holy Spirit. After all,
does not the apostle John warn us
about the devastating influence of the
"world" (properly understood in one
of its meanings as denoting the organized opposition to the Kingdom of
God) upon the individual Christian
and the church (I John 2:15-17)?
While Christians should not shirk
their cultural responsibilities, they
should be equally on guard against
worldliness and secularism.
Centrality of the altar
Another troubling feature of the
project which is protrayed more vividly in the video presentation, is the
telling of the story of "the coming of
age" of a Pentecostal congregation in
Georgia and its joining the Episcopal
Church. Now that the Church of the
King has embarked on appropriating
the full trappings of this tradition,
Randall Bahner's comments on the
centrality of the altar manifest a bias
against the traditional Protestant centrality of the pulpit and the preached
Word in worship. He claims that the
use of an altar in the church "sanctuary" represents a return to a Christcentered worship service. Evidently,
to him , the pulpit draws attention to
the preacher and away from Christ!

CHALLENGE
This is certainly not a thorough review of MINE EYES HAVE SEEN
THE GLORY. I believe that the reading of the book or the viewing of the
video version should be a salutary
experience for any Protestant who
loves and cherishes the great canfrssional heritage of the church. It challenges him to lovingly share this wonderful treasure with many "starving"
Evangelicals who yearn to discover
something more solid and more historic than the simplistic versions of
the gospel they have inherited from
an impoverished and confused American Evangelicalism.
Rev. Bassam Madany has served for
many years as Minister ofArabic Broadcasting of the Back to God Hour, Palos
Heights, fL.
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bawl on: The Challenge 01 Chlmh Union,
Comelis Van Dam, editor. Winnipeg, PremierPublishing, 1993

Peter Y. De long
When our Lord offered His highpriesdy prayer, He fervently asked of
the Father "that they may all be one."
The fragrance of that petition continues to haunt the souls of all who truly
know and love Him. Little has
brought Christ's cause into greater disrepute than the ecclesiastical divisiveness which has marred the New Testament church almost from its beginning. In our day it has reached such
alarming and unrestrained proportions that union with true unity seems
an idle hope. Here is sin; grievous sin
not so much that we do not live together as how we refuse to live together as an obedient household of
faith.
Undeniably there have been several church unions, especially during
this century. But how many, we may
well ask, were Christ -honoring and
spiritually fruitful? Far too often plans
were spun out in the minds of starryeyed idealists and then arranged by
ecclesiastical power-brokers able to
foist them on uninterested and unsuspecting people. Small wonder that
each frequently produced even greater
fragmentation.
Also today the Reformed church
world is ecclesiastically in shambles.
Not only are there many groups all
professing allegiance to the Scriptures
and the same confessions; often these
live far too coldly next to each other.
But those who truly seek to obey the
Savior cannot and will not rest content in such a situation.
They realize it is not enough to believe that Christ's prayer will one day
be perfectly fulfilled; they acknowledge that such faith demands the response of obedience, seeking ways to
bring together what truly belongs together.
To advance this cause the
Burlington Refonned Study Centre
arranged a series of meetings in October 1992 which brought together
people belonging to several Refonned
denominations and congregations.
Here addresses were delivered to

which responses were offered. In each
case opportunity was provided to address the speakers with further questions. Each of the three evenings
found the spacious auditorium where
the meetings were held filled to overflowing, indicating that among members as well as leaders of these divided churches the hope for greater
manifestation of their unity in the faith
remains alive.
All three of the main topics were
well chosen with a specific focus:
"The Union of 1892," "How close
are Concerned/former Christian Reformed and Canadian Reformed?"
and "Former Christian Refonned and
Canadian Reformed: What should be
done?" Each of the speakers and respondents spoke frankly and freely
but always with the aim of growing
together in understanding and love."
That so much could be said and discussed and, with commendable restraint, even debated co be incorporated in a book of 217 pages makes its
modest purchase price a "real bargain." That should cheer every Dutch
heart!
The date of these meetings was signallyappropriate.
In 1892 two large federations of
Reformed churches in the Netherlands united on the basis of Scripture
and the confessions. Not only did this
bring much joy; those churches
wielded for half a century a wholesome and expanding influence for
Refonned orthodoxy far beyond the
Dutch borders. Can then , confessionally Reformed people learn from
that event now? Two speakers took
opportunities to point out both the
strengths and weaknesses of 1892,
Even if you know little of that history, read this material reflectively.
The issues that faced two churches
with common confessions but differing historical backgrounds at that
time, face ecclesiastically divided Refonned churches today. I will name
just a few: church regulations, emphases in preaching and pastoral care,

understanding of God's covenant and
liturgical differences. Only by facing
these squarely will misunderstanding
and even misrepresentation of each
other be overcome. And this was
genuinely attempted.
Two other sets of addresses with
responses demonstrate also how
timely these sessions were.
Here the focus was somewhat more
restricted, dealing with only two of
the Reformed churches. On the one
hand there is the growing Canadian
Refonned Church with its history,
coming recently to these shores with
strong Biblical and confessional commitment. Next to it, the much larger
and far older Christian Reformed
Church, once widely recognized as
the strongest bastion of Refonned orthodoxy in faith and practice on these
shores, but now in almost hopeless
disarray. Its radical shifts in recent
years have dismayed many. More
than 15,000 have left those churches
at different times and in different
ways. Perhaps as many still remain
within that federation who are at odds
with what they perceive as a lack of
Biblical and confessional integrity in
those churches. Little more will have
to change before they too may well
leave. And almost without exception,
all those people with their leaders,
both ministers and elders, are one with
the Canadian Refonned in their basic
faith affirmations. But the two groups
have lived quite apart for almost fifty
years. That they should be together
was generally acceded. But when and
how can this best be done? Everyone
who addressed the question spoke
honestly. And what was said is eminently worth our time for reading and
refl ecting if any progress toward
church union is to be made.
Having been concerned for several
decades about Reformed divisiveness
with all its tragic consequences, I am
tempted to enter into these discussions. Bear with me then as I mention two matters which need far more
indepth discussion than they could
receive here.
First is the matter of church order
or regulation. It has been esteemed
far too lightly in practice with fearful
consequences. This matter will have
to be faced seriously by those churches
which are members of the "Alliance."
There the dangers of a kind of
"independentism"
are
not
unimaginary. Freed from the
hierarchicalism and synodocracy and
bureaucracy in the Christian Reformed Church, some seem to desire
little more than a kind of loose conference. They need to warn them-

selves against "throwing the baby out
with the bathwater."
But there is also the problem which

has perpetually plagued Reformed
and even more the Presbyterian
churches throughout their histories.
It is that of having broader assemblies slowly but steadily arrogating to
themselves powers which ftrst undermine and then destroy the true welfare of the congregations. This may
concern matters of doctrine or discipline. ofworship patterns, or ecumenical relations, or finances for programs
unacceptable to many. Of course, in
both Reformed and Presbyterian de-

nominations we fmd churches simply ignoring decisions made by their
assemblies. But those who do this
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ought to remember the moral implications of such disregard. As a Christian Reformed report on a related issue noted years ago, "Corporate identity always involves corporate responsibility"!
Therefore, (and this the point I
would like see discussed at an early
date) what are the legitimate bounds
of classical and synodical authority?
This demands far more precise description than the venerable Church
Order of Dort, even with its modifications, provides.
And then there is a second point. It
concerns preaching and pastoral care
and the way in which the congregation is to be viewed. What does it
mean that all members are in covenant with God? Are they to be summoned to repentance and faith with
self-examination, or may pastors and
elders assume that all partake, be it
without full awareness, of that new
life-in-Christ which assures of salvation? Does the church exist by Christ's
appointment as a means unto salvation or as a means for nurturing those
already included in God's saving purposes? Involved then, is also how
Scripture is to be preached, whether
with sustained emphasis on its unified message in redemptive-historical
form or by isolated texts chosen to
meet the immediate needs of a congregation as the pastor sees them. All
these issues have been discussed in
past decades in depth and at times
with great heat in the Netherlands.
Especially brother Pronk of the Free
Reformed churches addressed himself directly to these matters.
Now much can be said about all
this. But let me be brief. Personally I
am convinced that there is greater
unity of conviction on the above than
appears at frrst glance. But there are
also many one-sided and even unbalanced emphases. The threat of a per-

son-centered approach in sermons will
soon wreak havoc, undermining any
healthy assurance of faith. This we
see especially among our Netherlands
Reformed brothers and sisters who
share the same confessional heritage
with us.
But (and this too needs to be said),
I have heard many hundreds of R eform ed sermons in recent years because I love to listen to and profit
from this exercise. And contrary to
earlier Christian Refonned preaching,
I often find in it now a lack of direct
summons to repentance and personal,
heart-warming faith. What little I
know of Canadian Reformed preaching (mostly through reading, with its
strong and appropriate summons to
covenantal obedience), leads me to
believe that also there some of that
same defiCiency exists. Let us never
take too lightly the danger of selfdeception among those who belong
to the Lord. Neither our Lord nor
His disciples did. There are daily
struggles of the soul among church
members which must be faced . Let
not the threat ofsubjectivism and false
mysticism-truly threatening for spiritual life-cause us to minimize the
equally perilous dangers of legalism
and intellectualism. When sermons
(and then pastoral care) become too
theoretical and intellectualistic, it
should surprise no one that many (as
has happened so often in Reformed
history) try to find something "for the
heart" (as they say) among the Baptists, Pentecostals and even some farout sects.
This too needs far more discussion
among us . To be sure we have no
right to expect "everything" from the
preacher. But the minister also does
well to remember that he too knows
and sees only in part. For that reason
we have consistories, hopefully with
elders to encourage, support and even
chide pastors in love and with patience, when they see that God's work
in us as well as for us may be too
onesidedly proclaimed. You see, this
is far more than a matter of psychol.
ogy; it concerns what the Dutch call
"de ligging" not only of church members but of congregations and even
denominations. And let us not become defensive over against each
other when this very pertinent issue
is addressed, because instead of promoting church union on the basis of
loyalty to the fullness of Holy Scripture, we will retreat behind bastions
erected by personal predilection and
past historical development suppos·
ing the full truth lies with us.

More, much more is found in this
volume, all of it worthy of being put
into practice.
Because some in the "Alliance"
churches are looking towards even
broader unity, including churches of
Presbyterian vintage, a word of caution may be in order. Much as this
may and is a desirable objective, let
us begin by first staying close to home.
Then such issues as a common
Church Order, services twice on the
Lord's day and also on special days,
"dose " communion, catechetical sermons and the like need not immediately require some resolution. In a
fervent desire for true ecumenicity we
may soon ftnd ourselves "with coo
much hay on our fork."
Then, too, there is the question ofa
name. All of us, the one more and the
other less, do tend to cling to "identification tags. " And these may not be
taken lightly. Several suggestions have
been made in this little volume. May
I , with YOUf gracious patience in this
lengthy review, add another? "The
United Reformed Churches in North
America." All that would then be
needed, should Presbyterian churches
seek to affiliate, is a minor addition:
"Reformed-Presbyterian. "
In this book we find a challenge for
all who love the Reformed faith in
these days of doctrinal insensitivity
and ecclesiastical confusion. But it will
do no good, if it is only read and then
shelved in some libraries. Let every
Reformed pastor, professor, elder,
teacher and member acquaint themselves thoroughly with its content.
Consistories and church societies need
to spend time discussing it, opening
the way for planned discussions with
congregations, also those of different
denominational affiliations when living in proximity to each other. Church
union should become a true "grass
roots" movement. Then hopefully, we
will free ourselves from misunderstandings and begin increasingly "to
speak the truth in love," finding each
other more firmly grounded in the
Lord Christ and His Word.
How seriously do we really take
our Savior's prayer "that they may all
be one"? And what will you, my dear
reader, now do about this summons
so pointedly and practically explained
in these pages?

Dr. Peter Y. DeJong is a retired minister
in the eRe. He taught at Calvin Seminary and has authored several books, articles and study mDten"als.

The Bible anti the Future:
The Intermediate State (III)
Cornelis P. Venema
In two previous articles on the sub-

ject of the intermediate state, I have

clearly affirms that the believer enjoys a continued and happy communion with the Lord after death and prior
to the day of resurrection: "What
comfort does the resurrection ofthe body
afford you? That not only my soul,
after this life, shall immediately be
taken up to Christ, its Head; but also
that this my body, raised by the power
of Christ, shall again be united with
my soul, and made like unto the glorious body of Christ" (Lord's Day
XXII, Q & A 57). It will be my
Objective in what follows to show the
biblical support for this beautiful confession and the comfort it affords believers in the Lord Jesus Christ.

attempted to clear a pathway for presenting the positive biblical teaching
on what becomes of believers in the
state intermediate between death and
the resurrection of the body on the
last day. In the first article, the biblical teachings regarding physical death
as the "wages ofsin" and the believer's
hope for the resurrection of the body
were reviewed. In the second article,
two unbiblical views of the intermediate state, "annihilationism or soul
extinction" and "soul sleep," were rejected as incompatible with the Scriptural understanding of this state.
It is now time-some might say,
past timerto consider the positive
biblical teaching about the intermediTESTAMENT
ate state. If the Bible rejects annihilaFORESHADOWINGS
tionism or soul sleep, what does it
In the history of the church, includteach about the believer in the state
intermediate between death and the
ing the Reformed churches, the relaresurrection?
tion between the teaching of the Old
Though the Bible is reticent on this
Testament and the New Testament
subject and does not authorize undue
has often been described in tenns of
what is called progressive revelation.
speculation about what this state will
be like, it does clearly teach that beThe Lord does not reveal everything
lievers, in their "soul" or "spirit," will
to His people all at once. The history
enjoy a state of conscious and unbroof redemption also brings a history of
revelation, in which the Lord ~ken (even intensified) communion
with the Lord Jesus Christ. However
discloses His will and purpose
to His people bitbybit. Some
provisional this state may beawaitthings that are fully and
ing the full redemption of the chilclearly revealed in the New
dren of God, including their particiTestament were only dimly
pation in the resurrection harvest of
which Christ's resurrection was the
seen and foreshadowed in the
"fU'Stfruits" (1 Cor. 15:2023}it will
Old Testament. John Calvin often
be a state of great joy in the presence
employed the metaphor of a child
of the Lord.
maturing into adulthood to express
It is interesting to notice that the
this relation; the Old Testament is to
Heide/berg Catechism, in its answer to
the New Testament what the instructhe question concerning the resurrection of children is to that of adults.
tion of the body, begins its answer by
Warfield, the great Presbyterian theologian ofthe late nineteenth and early
referring directly to this intermediate
twentieth centuries, also compared the
state. Even thOUgh the Heidelberg CatOld Testament to the New Testament
echism does not attempt to elaborate
upon the meaning of this state, it
by describing the first as a dimly lit
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and the second as a brightly lit room.
Things that were only faintly visible
in the Old Testament, in the light of
the fuller revelation of the New Testament, become more readily visible.
This is especially evident when it
comes to the subject of the intermediate state. There is an evident progress
in the history of revelation from the
Old Testament to the New Testament.
Things only foreshadowed in the Old
Testament become clearly visible in
the New Testament. For this reason,
some have even gone so far as to
argue that the Old Testament knows
nothing of an intennediate state or an
existence beyond death in the presence of God. They argue that this is
only revealed in the New Testament.
But this is going too far. There are,
in fact, some interesting foreshadowings in the Old Testament of
the teaching of the New Testament:
First, the Old Testament vigorously condemns the practice of
necromancy or communicating
with the dead (e.g. compareDeut.
18:912; Lev. 20:6; 2 Kings 21 :6;
23:24; Isa. 8: 1920; 19:3; 29:4).
These passages, in their condemnation ofthis practice, confinn at
the very least a widespread conviction of continued conscious
existence after death. This is particularly instructive since the Old
Testamentunifonnlyviewsdeath
as the result of God's judgment
curse upon man because of his
sin.
Second, there are two outstanding
instances in the Old Testament in
which godly believers were immediately translated at death and
ushered into the presence ofGod.
_ _......____=~
______

"... death will bn'ng a new
and moreintimate .

' jef!o;;"snip';'itfz'cfzril,!"
These are the instances of Enoch
who "was not, forGed took him"
(Gen. 5:24), and Elijah who "went
up by a whirlwind into heaven"
(2 Kings 2:11).
Third, there are passages, particularly in the Psalms, which express
the confident hope that there is
life for the believing child of God
beyond the grave and in distinction

from the wicked who go down
into "Sheot" under the wrath of
God (Job 19:25-27; Ps. 73:24-26;
Ps. 1:6; 7: 10; 37: 18). Despite the
fact that the preponderance ofreferences to "Sheol" in the Old Testament simply refers to the "grave"
or to the "place ofthe dead" (e.g.
Gen. 37:35; I Sam. 2:6), there are
instances in which it is colored
with the connotation of punishment and judgment upon the
wicked, from which the righteous
are delivered (Ps. 9: 17; Ps. 55: 15;
Provo 15:24; Ps. 16: 10; Ps.49: 14).
Fourth, there is clearly expressed
in the Old Testament the expectation of the resurrection of the
righteous and the wicked, respectively, unto weal and woe (Hos.
13:14; Dan. 12:2; Isa. 26:19).
And fifth, the covenant communion which the Lord establishes
with His people, a communion
which brings life out of death
and redresses the consequences
of sin and the curse, promises
the fullness of life in unbroken
communion with the Lord. It
should not surprise us, therefore,
that the Lord Jesus Christ, summarizing the promise of life in
covenant with God known to the
people of God under the old covenant, should say to the
Sadducees, who denied the resurrection, "Have you not read
that which was spoken to you by
God , saying, 'I am the God of
Abraham, and the God of Isaac,
and the God of Jacob'? He is not
the God of the dead but of the
living" (Matt. 22:31-32). This a~
finnation of life beyond death IS
born out of an awareness ofwhat
the covenant of grace promises.
When these Old Testament
foreshadowings are taken together, it
does not seem possible to suppress
the conclusion that the Old Testament
believer anticipated life beyond the
grave in communion with the Lord
of the covenant. Nor does it seem
possible to resist the conclusion that
the Old Testament teaches the rudiments of a doctrine of punishment
for the wicked and blessedness for
the righteous after death. Nev~h
less these remain foreshadowmgs.
On1~
in the light of the fuller disclosure of new covenant revelation do
we find these rudiments confinned
and clarified.

GENERAL NEW TESTAMENT
AFFIRMATIONS
There are several passages in the
New Testament which make it clear
that believers and unbelievers alike,
upon death, continue to experience a
conscious fonn of existence. I However, this fonn of existence differs dramatically between believers and unbelievers' whereas believers enjoy a
life of pr~visonal
blessedness in the
presence of the Lord, unbelievers experience a provisional foreta:te ofeternal punishment under. the Jud~et
of God . Though our mterest 15 pnmarily focused upon the experience
of believers in this intermediate state,
we cannot but mention as we proceed, the corresponding state of unbelievers.

One of the most striking passages
in this connection is the weB-known
parable of the rich man and Lazarus
in Luke 16:19-31. 2 Jesus describes in
this passage the contrasting states of
the rich man and Lazarus, first before
death and then after death. Though
man enjoyed an existence of
the ri~h
luxury and pleasure, subsequent to
death he finds himself "in Hades ...
in tonnent" (vs. 23). The poor man
by contrast. though h.e di~
n?t enjoy
this world's goods dunng his life, fmds
himself after death in the bosom of
Abraham, in a place of blessedness
and honor. Furthennore, Jesus describes the relationship between these
respective places and states as one in
which a "great chasm" is fixed between them, preventing any passage
from one to the other. Without attempting to interpret fully all the details of this passage, it seems clearly
to affirm that, immediately upon
death, the righteous and the wicked
enter upon two separate modes o~ existence. The righteous are found m a
state of provisional blessedness in the
presence ofGod; the wicked a:e found
in a state of provisional and mescapable tonnent. "Hades" and "Abraham's bosom" do not describe two
compartments of the same place (the

realm ofthe dead), but distinct places,
like two wholly divergent anterooms
to the final state.
This striking affinnation of an intennediate state in Luke 16:19-31,
however, does not stand alone in ~e
New Testament. It is confirmed m
several other passages as well. For
instance, in Luke 23:43, Jesus, speaking to the criminal on the cross who
had requested that Jesus rem~b
him "when You come in Your kingdom," answered, "Truly I say to you,
today you shall be with Me in Paradise." Now it has been suggested
that "today" in this answer should be
read with the expression, "Truly I say
to you." Thus, Jesus is simply underscoring the time of this pron~ce
ment. Though this is grammatlcally
possible, it is quite unlikely f?r at least
two reasons. First, there IS no contextual reason why Jesus would
have to stress the fact that He
makes this affirmation "today." It
would be redundant, for example,
were I to add the word "today" in
order to underscore the time ofmy
writing this sentence. Second, in
other instances in which Jesus uses
the formulaic expression, "Truly I say
to you," the word "today" is not
present. There seems, then, to b~ no
legitimate reason to reject the stralg~
fOIWard reading of this text. Read m
its context, Jesus is affirmi?g ~he
criminal's fellowship with Him Immediately upon death in "paradise. " 3
Similarly, in Revelation 7:9-17 the
apostle John provides us an . ac~,unt
of the circumstance of the samts before the throne and before the Lamb"
(vs. 9) in heaven. In his vision he
sees a "great multitude which no o~e
could count" who "are clothed m
white robes, and palm branches were
in their hands." When, in the course
of the vision's recounting, the question is asked, "Who are they, and
from where have they come?" (vs.
13), the answer is given: "These are
the ones who come out of the great
tribulation and they have washed
their robes' and made them white in
the blood of the Lamb" (vs. 14). The
description of these saints cl:arly :xpresses conscious commuruon Wlth
and worship of God, though they are
not yet experiencing the final state
described in Revelation 21 and 22
since they worship "day and night in
His temple.'" This description parallels that of Revelation 6:9-10 where

the "souls ofthose who had been slain
because of the Word of God" are depicted crying out "with a loud voice,
saying, 'How long, 0 Lord , holy and
true, wilt Thou refrain from judging
and avenging our blood on those who
dwell on the earth?'" It corresponds
to the frequent descriptions in Revelation of departed saints who live in
the presence of God and reign with
Christ in heaven (cf. Rev. 3: 12,21;
4:4; 19:14; 20:4).
In addition to these passages which
atfrrm the believer's conscious fellowship with the Lord in the state intermediate between death and the final
state of resurrection glory, there are
passages which speak of the unbelieving and wicked experiencing a
state of provisional torment upon
death. Echoing the language of Luke
16 with its description of the rich man
in torment, Christ rebukes the unbelieving in Capemaum in Matthew
11 :23, declaring that they "will go
down to Hades" rather than to
heaven. Here Hades is a place of
punishment, reserved for the unbelieving and wicked upon death, a
place that anticipates the final punishment of the wicked in hell. This
language also corresponds to the language of 2 Peter 2:4 which describes
the judgment of God upon disobedient angels who are "kept for judgment" after being "cast" into hell by
God.
Admittedly, these New Testament
affirmations do not warrant any unnecessary speculation about the intermediate state, whether of believers
or unbelievers. They do not provide
us a great deal of detail or description
of the respective circumstances of believers and unbelievers after death.
But they do warrant the general conclusion that believers experience after
death a circumstance of provisional
blessedness in fellowship with the
Lord, and that unbelievers experience
after death a circumstance of provisional punishment under the wrath
of God. There is an anticipation for
believers and unbelievers alike of the
declaration of the final judgment,
when some will be welcomed into
glory, others will be cast into hell.

Two IMPORTANT TEXTS
There are still, however, two further New Testament texts that de-

mand our attention. These texts explicitly affinn an intermediate state
in which believers will enjoy an intensified communion with the Lord
prior to His coming again and the
resurrection at the last day. With
these texts, the Christian confidence
of being ushered immediately into the
presence of the Lord, so aptly described as we have seen in Lord's Day
22 of the Heide/berg Catechism, is confrrmed.
2 Corinthians 5:1-10
The first of these texts is 2 Corinthians 5:1-10, a passage that follows immediately upon the heels of
the apostle Paul's acknowledgment
of death before the rerum of Christ
(4:16-18). Though acknowledging
this prospect of death and the dissolution of the "earthly tent" ofthe body
which death inevitably brings, the
apostle declares his hope in the provision ofa "building from God, a house
not made with hands, eternal in the
heavens" (5: 1). He also declares his
confidence that, though death brings
even diminishment of the believer's
creaturely existence in bodily fonn, it
will not separate him or any believer
from fellowship with the Lord. Indeed, death will bring the believer a
fellowship with the Lord that is, in
some largely-unexplained sense, even
greater than that presently enjoyed in
the body.
One of the difficulties of this passage that has troubled many interpreters is the bold affirmation ofverse
1 which seems clearly to refer to the
ultimate clothing of [he believer with
an imperishable body, the resurrection body. What troubles some interpreters is the use of the present tense
in this verse ("we have a building from
God ") which suggests the immediate
reception of the resurrection body
upon death. But this would not fit
with the general biblical teaching that
the resurrection body is only given in
conjunction with the future resurrection of all believers. Some have suggested, therefore, that the apostle Paul
is describing a kind of provisional
body, given to believers in the intermediate state. But this too finds no
support elsewhere in Scripture.
Perhaps the best understanding of
this verse is to take the use of the
present tense as a way of describing a
future which is absolutely certain.
When the apostle says, "We have a

building from God, " he uses this language to describe what is for the believer an "assured possession,"
namely, the resurrection body which
will be given at the resurrection of the
last day.s
However we take verse 1, for our
purposes verses 6-9 are more directly
addressed to the matter of the intermediate state. After acknowledging
the diminishment that death, even for
the believer, brings in verses 2-5 (the
apostle Paul compares death in these
verses to "being unclothed"), we read:
Therefore, being always of good
courage, and knowing that while
we are at home in the body we are
absent from the Lord-for we
walk by faith, not by sight-we
are of good courage, I say, and
prefer rather to be absent from the
body and be at home with the
Lord. Therefore also we have as
our ambition, whether at home or
absent, to be pleasing to Him.
The contrast drawn in these verses
between "being at home in the body"
and "being away from the body," and
between "being away from the Lord"
and "being with the Lord, " corresponds to the contrast between our
present, bodily existence and our subsequent, bodiless existence after death.
This contrast characterizes the respective states of believers before and after death. Thus, these verses affrrm
that death (being away from the body)
means for the believer that he will be
at home with the Lord. There is a
kind of intensified communion with
the Lord, subsequent to death and
prior to the resurrection of the body.
which believers will enjoy in the interim between death and resurrection.
Though these verses do not provide an opening for all kinds of curious questions about the nature of this
being-at-home-with-the-Lord, they do
warrant the confession of an intermediate state. The comfort for the believer who walks by faith and not by
sight is that he will not experience,
even in death, a breaking of the communion with Christ which he now
enjoys by faith. Rather, death will
bring a new and more intimate fellowship with Christ than that which
is presently known in the body.
Philippians 1:21-23
A second important text which affirms an interm ed iate sta te is

foe, with 'f'hu aJ hand to bless;
Ills how no weight and ttall no bitttmtSS.
WhmudtaJ~sing?
Whm,gt'OlIt, thy'lidory?
1triumph still. if Thou ahidt with mt.

CONCLUSION
When considering the biblical teaching about the intermediate state, I am reminded of
the apostle Paul's citations
from the prophecy of Isaiah in
1 Corinthians 2:9: '''Things
which eye has not seen and ear
has not heard, and which have
not entered the heart of man,
all that God has prepared for
those who love Him .'" The
danger here is that we go beyond what the Bible authorizes
and begin to speculate in ways
that are not helpful to the people of
God . There is so much that God has
not been pleased to reveal to us about
the intennediate state.
However, this should not prevent
us from receiving with gratitude what
God has been pleased to reveal to us
in His Word. If we remember what
was emphasized in a previous article that the great hope ofthe believer
remains.fixed upon the glory of Christ's
work in the resu",ection at the last day,
when the firstfruits ofthe harvest issue in
the full ingathedngwe need not
shrink back from confessing that not
even death can separate us from God's
love for us in Christ Jesus! We need
not shrink back from the comfort of
knowing that, for believers who "die
in the Lord, " there is the promise of
an immediate, an unbroken, and an
intensified communion "with the
Lord" in the state intennediate between death and resurrection.
Though death may still be recognized as the believer's "last enemy,"
and though at the gravesite of believers we may confess together "the resurrection of the body," there is every
biblical reason for believers to comfolt one another with the knowledge
that those whose bodies are dissolved
and laid in the grave have gone 10 be
with the Lord, which is far better!
This comfort is not a futile shaking
of the fist in the face of the inescapable reality of death. It is not the last
vestige ofGreek thinking that remains
like an intruder within the orbit of
Christian truth.6 Not at all. It is the
confident hope of every believer who
can say with the apostle Paul, "For
me to live is Christ, and to die is gain.
... I am hardpressed from both directions, having the desire to depart and
be with Christ, for that is very much
better." As the hymnwriter well expressed it,
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Philippians 1:2123. Here we fmd
the apostle Paul making a bold and
initially startling declaration about the
relative desirability of life and death:
For to me, to live is Christ, and to
die is gain. But if! am to live on
in the flesh, this will mean fruitful
labor for me; and I do not know
which to choose. But I am hardpressed from both directions, having the desire to depart and be with
Christ, [arthat is very much better
(emphasis mine).
According to the apostle Paul, he
finds himself tom between two desires. On the one hand, recognizing
that "to live is Christ," he fmds himself pulled in the direction of continued life in the flesh in which he can
fruitfully labor for the churches of
Jesus Christ. But on the other hand,
recognizing that "to die is gain," he
finds himself pulled in the direction
of wanting to depart in order to be
with Christ. This latter desire, unlike
the fa ithless desire of the prophet
Elijah, for example, who wanted to
abandon his calling and die (1 Kings
19:4), is a genuine one, born of the
awareness of what death will bring
him (and all believers).
The connast in these verses, like
that in 2 Corinthians 5: 110, is drawn
between life in the body and life (after death) apart from the body. Life
in the body does not permit the more
intensified communion and fellowship with Christ that only death, putting off the body, will bring. Again,
though the expression, to be "with
Christ," is not explained in any detail, it expresses the idea of a more
intimate communion than that presently known or enjoyed. Thus, this
text, like those already discussed, contributes to our understanding of the
intermediate state as one of an intensified communion with Christ.
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FOOTNOTES
I.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

I use the language "form of existence" to
emphasize that only the believer enjoys
"life" in communion with God through
Christ. Though the unbeliever continues to
"exist ," he does not " live," at least nOlinthe
biblical sense oflife which is life indeed.
There is some debate as to whether this is a
parable or a story based upon histo rical
events. Though I believe it is appropriately
designated a "parable," it is not explicitly
identified as such in the text. Some appeal
to the "parabolic" character ofthis passage
to suggest that it cannot be used to support
any doctrine about the intermediate state.
But this is a case of special pleading; the
passage makes irs point, only if the descrip.
tions offered really referred to actual states
ofaffairs. The biblical authors typically do
not suffer the modem notion that you can
affirm a truth, though it has no basis in
actual reality!
The term "paradise" is also used in the new
Testament in 2 Cor. 12:4 ("the who le earth
has become the temple, the dwelling place
of God with His people through the lamb)
and [here is no longer any " night" there.
In Revelation 21 and 22, the new heave ns
and the new eanh do not have a temple (the
whole earth has become the temple, the
dwelling place of God with His people
through the lamb) a nd there is no longerany
"night" there.
John Calvin, in his Commentary on the $«ond Epistle olPau/ to the Con'nthians (Calvin's
New Tes.tammt Com~ntari,
ed. by D. W.
Torrance and T. F. Torrance; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964), p. 67, makes a helpful comment on this verse: "With this Paul
contrasts a building that will last forever,
although it is not clear whether he means by
this the state of blessed immortality that
a wa its believers after death o r the incorruptible and glorious body as it will be after
the resurrection . Either meaning is quite
suitable, but I prefer to lake it that the
blessed state of the soul after death is the
beginning of this building, but its comple·
tion is the glory of the final resurrection.
This explanation is better supported by Ihe
context."
John Cooper, in his Body, Soul, &; Ufo Everlasting: Biblical AnthropoJogyand tht Monism·
Dua/imi ~bat
e (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans,
1989}, provides a good contemporary defense of the Bible's teaching of an intermediate state. Cooper approaches the issue
from a biblical, theological and philosophi·
cal perspective. arguingthat the Bible leaches
a kind of "holistic dualism" (man was cre·
ated as a psychosomatic unity of body and
soul, though these latter are distinguishable
aspects of his constitution) which fits with
its teaChing ofan intermediate state in which
the "soul" or "inner man" goes to be with
the Lord and enjoys continued, conscious
existence.

Dr. Venema, editor of this department,
teaches Doctn·nal Studies at MidAmedca
Refomzed Seminary, Orange City, LA.

on this matter hundreds of years ago
is not an inoculation against future
heresy!

The Elders and
the Sa,raments
John R. Sittema

I

n the last article, we began a series detailing the duties and responsibilities ofelders (especially)
in preserving the marks of a true
church. Those identifying characteristics are three, though they really
arise out of one principal commitment. The commitment is simple: a
true church would regulate all its life
and doctrine according to the Word
of God. That includes: preaching the
Word faithfully, administering the
sacraments according to the Bible and
pursuing the holiness of the family of
God through Christian discipline administered according to [he Bible.
In this article we tum our attention
to the sacraments. What does it mean
to administer the sacraments according to God's Word? Some will argue
that at issue in this matter is doctrine.
For example, does communion bestow grace in and of itself ("ex opera
opera to"), or must faith be present for
blessing to be granted?
Others argue that at issue in a
proper administration of the sacraments is the manner in which the
administration is done. Lengthy
tomes have been penned over the
mode of baptism, for example: immersion vs. sprinkling vs. pouring.
Of great concern to still others is
the manner of approach to the sacraments. How are God's people challenged and prepared to receive the
signs and seals of the covenant? Are
the sacraments administered in such
a way that faith is strengthened? Or
are they administered in such a way
that faith is hindered?

ON DOCTRINE...
I'm not going to spend a lot of time
and space on the doctrinal issues related to the sacraments. That is not to
say that I don't believe that a Biblical

ON MANNER AND MODE...
Again, I'm not about to spend too
much time on this subject. Often the
church has generated more heat than
light arguing whether a good dunk ing in the river (or in a fiberglass baptistry. complete with heater and 2
steps) can be replaced by pouring or
sprinkling from a silver bowl in a formal church. Baptists, often, are most
insistent on the former; many Reformed don't get too upset over mode
(although a few, including one afmy
former teachers, wellknown author
Jay E. Adams, consider it a major
issue).
In many Reformed churches, the
manner of celebration often gives way
to discussion about the liturgicalfonns
used in communion and baptism.
Some argue that the older. more traditional forms have broader ecumeni cal acceptance and have stood the test
of time doctrinally. Others look for
liturgical effectiveness,

understanding of the sacraments is
important. It most certainly is. But
the Reformed faith has articulated
most clearly what Biblical teaching
on this subject is. In fact, I believe
there is no practice in the churches
that has received more creedal attention than that of the sacraments.
At the same time, a couple ofpoints
need comment in our times. Think of
how many are wrongheaded on baptism. I continue to be amazed at how
frequently people in Reformed
churches seem to think baptism is either a tacit guarantee of salvation for
covenant children, or a parental dedicatory service. Seldom do I find Reformed people articulate enough to
express the relationship beween baptism and the doctrine of conversion,
especially the baptism of children.
Likewise , I find many who are
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and have sought to shorten up the
wordy ancients.
Frankly, as a pastor I'm more worried about boredom than loyalty to
forms. They are, after all, only tools
for worship. I am profoundly concerned that God's people really understand God's marvelous grace signified and sealed in the sacraments. I
am also convinced that reading the
same form, time after time, without
pastoral comment and challenge, will
numb that very understanding. (Now,

before you all run off to begin proceedings against me, suspicious that I
use "unapproved forms," allow me to
defend myself. I do use them. But
never as stand alone documents. I
always "apply" them, making clear
and personal to all how the sacrament is intended by God to function
in their lives. I find the forms sufficient for doctrinal accuracy, but woefully inadequate for liturgical effectiveness. Let's not flood my mailbox
with letters on this one, OK?)

CRUCIAL: FAITH'S

PREPARATION
Not long ago, I witnessed a debate
over "evidences of liberalism" in various Reformed churches. The more
liberal participant, of course, denied
that there were any. The more traditional (I'd rather not call him conservative; you'll see why in a minute)
was reciting a litany of reasons he
believed there was a sure drift to the
left. On many of his reasons, I found
myself in complete agreement: the issue of Biblical infallibility linerrancy,
the historicity of early Genesis and
others. But on one, I did not. He argued urgently that it was a sure sign
of liberal drift that the churches of
Reformed denominations did not insist upon separate preparatory sermons prior to communion, and separate applicatory sermons following
communion. Again, he argued that
liberalism had surely crept in because
not all churches insisted upon visitors
to the table "signing up" on a card in
the elders' presence in order to be

granted permission to come to the
table. I have a problem with such arguments.
Now, please understand, I know
the history. I know the reason for
these practices. I also know that there
is not only one acceptable way in
which God's people can appropriately
prepare for the sacraments.
As I indicated above, I believe rote
repetition generates numbness ofpractice, and soon, numbness offaith. The
same thing is true in regard to calling
God's people to prepare for worship,
and especially, for the sacraments.
How do you, as elders, appropriately
challenge your people to participate
in the sacraments in genuine faith, so
that true blessing is enjoyed?
How many of you challenge your
people to prepare for baptism , so that
that sacrament becomes one of significance for all believers, and not just
the family of the baptized one? Try
this: either a week early, or at the
beginning ofthe service in which baptism is to be administered, have your
pastor challenge all present to serious
reflection on whether their walk with
Christ and His Word demonstrates
that they are really cleansed by His
Spirit. What an appropriate liturgical
lead-in to the reading of the Law.
What a powerful point made to those
baptized as children but living as if
obedience doesn't matter! What an
evangelistic tool (yes, evangelistic!) to
say clearly to visitors that there
are not two ways of salvation:
faith and conversion on the
one hand, and birth and baptism on the other. (Most North
Americans believe that.)
Or consider your preparation for the Lord's Supper. To insist
on a preparatory service (including
preparatory sermon) and an
applicatory service (including
applicatory sermon) could well be to
bow to tradition and miss the point.
Certainly, such services can prepare
the hearts of believers. But they certainly don't guarantee such. Indeed,
asking visitors to fill out cards in the
narthex might appropriately prepare
them for the sacrament. But then
again, it might be treated more like
filling out a visitor card, and viewed
as insignificant. Much better, it seems
to me, that the elders should have a
serious discussion about how best to
challenge the membership to genuine

discernment and self-examination (as
I Cor. 11 requires). You may decide
to employ different methods each
time. One time, a carefully worded
pulpit announcement inviting genuine believers (explaining why!), and
urging unbelievers and those unsure
about their faith not to participate
(again, explaining why, and challenging them to respond to the call of the
gospel in a specific way - "please
speak to one of the pastors or elders
of this church after the service about
this") . Another time, perhaps a handout along with the bulletin, read by
an eIder at the beginning of the service, giving careful explanation of
what I Cor. 11 means when it says:
"Let a man prove himself.... " Or
again, how about planning the sermon so that its entire thrust is one of
challenging the hearer to test heart,
life and assurance of faith, and to
come to the table in faithful response
to renewed conviction.

I WONDER...
With these words, I'm not suggesting we Reformed people have had it
wrong all these years. Indeed, I enjoy
many of our traditions involving the
sacraments. I find the fonns to be
carefully crafted, the creeds most instructive. But I look out from my pulpit week after week to see 7-10 fI.rsttime visitors each Sunday, and I'm

forced to wonder: do they understand
what we are doing? (That'S important! See I Cor. 14:23f.) And when I
fmish wondering about the visitors, I
begin to wonder about the membership. Have we always been as clear
and as pointed as we could be in making sure they understand the purpose
and the reason for everything we do
in worship, especially the sacraments?
I encourage you to wonder along with
me.

Dr. Sittema, editor ofthis department, is
pastor ofthe Bethel CRC in Dallas, TX

Ape We lfeQdy
to De,ide!
Jacob D. Eppinga
The time has come for Synod '94 of the
Christian Re/onned Church to settle the
matter of women in church office Bibli·

cally, confessionally andfinally. Although
we do not endorse the idea of postponement, we do support the analysis of the
church which this article presents and we
thank the author for his comments.
The Editors

T

he Synod of the Christian Reformed Church, meeting in
June of this year, will ratify or
will not ratify the decision of the
Synod of 1993 admitting women to
all offices in the denomination.

POSTPONEMENT
I have a growing conviction that
the time has not come for the denomi-

nation to make this momentous deci·
sion. True, there are those who favor
a resolution of this issue this year:
"Let's get it over with one way or the
other." This sentiment has some good
grounds. There are also some good
reasons for postponing a decision on
this question, and I am persuaded that
they outweigh those that argue for
action now. I would like to present
reasons for consideration.
Practical reason

My first thought in support of my
hope is practical in nature. I wonder
whether we are in the right mood to
make such a momentous decision?
Among some, feelings run high . Too
high! Some heads are hot. Too hot!
There are those who are sending proliterature , and others who are sending anti-literature regarding women
in office to all our churches. Many
delegates to synod have been selected
this year on the basis of where they
stand on the women's issue. How easily churches too, can fall into making
power plays.
So I ask, "What's the hurry?" Could
we find a better time, perhaps when
feelings would not be running so high?
It is said, "Let's get it over with. We've

been at this for twenty years." The
fact is that our synods, in plenary session, have only been at this for a matter of hours rather than years-and
always under time constraints, in unwieldy assemblies and often under
pressure , real, even if silent, from the
gallery, as was certainly true last year.
How many meetings have taken
place congregationaUy or regionallymeetings where people of opposite
points of view could pray together,
sit together, eat together, look each
other in the eye and rejoice together
in Christ our Savior? True, we do
engage each other via the printed
page. We are good at that. And surely,
the printed page is a good medium.
But it has its limits. Dueling in print
often becomes a contest with reputations at stake. We practice oneupmanship with our pens. Human
beings that we are, it a ll can so easily
become a matter of winners and losers, victories and defeats.
Sometimes it is wise for a church
too, to sleep on it, to diffuse the moment by adding moments, and to
make a fmal decisio'n when heads
have cooled. So I ask again, "What's
the hurry? " Rome wasn't built in a
day. Maybe,just maybe, we can settle
more amicably tomorrow that which
we will surely settle less amicably today.
There are those who may dismiss
this reasoning as crass and political. I
prefer the word "practical" and see
nothing wrong with being so. It seems
to me that there were those who were
practical at that first council in Jerusalem of which we read in Acts 15.

Ecclesiastical reason
My second reason for hoping that
synod will defer action is ecclesiastical
in character. I wonder whether synod
is really in a position to finalize this
whole matter when o ur church appears to be, to an alarming degree, in
shambles ecclesiastically. Does it even
matter anymore what synod does or
says when there are those among us

who go their own way? And have! If
Synod 1994 does not ratify Synod
1993, what assurance is there that
there will not be many more churches
who will simply go home and do their
own thing? There would be something comical if it were not so tragic,
about the picture of people holding
their breath to see what synod will do
when it doesn't seem to make much
difference anymore what synod does
or doesn't do.
The question is raised whether we
are denominationalists or congregationalists. We used to be the fonner.
But when churches go their own way,
regardless of synodical decisions, we
have become the latter. So who are
we? And can we really decide the
women's issue without first deciding
whether we are loosely tied congregations or a denomination?
This line of thinking along ecclesiasticallines is a long one. There comes
to mind for example, the serious frustrations with ecclesiastical procedure
which abound among our people and
which have made many cynical. True,
ecclesiastical machinery is in place,
making it possible for people to be
heard. Nevertheless, there are those
who feel that it is difficult, even impossible, for them to get a hearing.
Should we have a serious look at those
charges which are made that everything is "cut and dried," or that ''It's
all from the top down?" There are
those who have left us who make references to this fru strating situation.
Another burr rightly under the saddle
of many, is the lack of discipline
among us when churches go their own
way and do what is right in their own
eyes on a number of matters beside
that of women in office. The answer
some give is that there is no discipline anymore. They are right!
Regarding the independency that
exists among us, we may well ask
ourselves whether we can really make
important synodical decisions anymore without first setting our house
in order ecclesiastically. It is at least
thinkable that if Synod 1994 would
defer action on the women's issue for
ecclesiastical reasons, and ifthese reasons were properly explained, that
many on both sides of the aisle (to
use a political expression) would go
along.

Theological reason
My third reason for hoping that
synod will defer action is theological in
nature. Do we need time as a church
to rethink hermeneutics? Are there
divisions among us that will still be
there- eve n after ratification or
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nonratification of Synod 1993-of a
theological nature insuring the fact
that the road ahead will continue to
be rocky? I think so. Are we really
together in our views on the inspiration, infallibility and inerrancy of the
Bible? We are not! Some among us
openly assert a belief in errancy-not
inerrancy-and to the disquiet of
many in the pews. Are not our people
entitled to know where their leaders
stand on this issue-and what they
mean? If the "errantists" are referring
only to versions of the Bible, there is
less ofa problem. Ifon the other hand,
they have the autographa in mind,
we have a different ballgame. Past
synods have declared that we stand
for the inerrancy of Scripture. If there
are deviations from that position
among us, we can sweep them under
the rug, but we should deal with them
openly and honestly.
Somewhat related to this whole
matter is the hermeneutical question
already referred to, whether some passages of Scripture are culturally induced and applicable only to the times
in which they were written, while
other passages are for all time. Some
of our differences on the women's
issue hinge on this distinction, and
can certainly stand further exploration.
It may be that some of our differences (hermeneutics, inerrancy) are
so deep that we are no longer referring to the same Bible when seeking
to make synodical decisions. If so,
how then can we come to closure on the
womens' issue without first earnestly wrestling together on these deeper theological
levels? Deferment on the matter ofratification of Synod 1993 makes sense
to me on theological grounds.
Spiritual reason
My fourth reason for hoping that
Synod 1994 will postpone action on
the issue it will face, is spiritual in
character. The question can be asked
-what has happened to us? We were
so richly blessed! The envy of other

churches! How did we get to where
we are? Some of us are suspicious of
others of us. Too often we do not
deal gently with each other in the
spirit of love, which is the spirit of
Christ. Romans 12:16 says, "Live in
harmony with one another." At best,
many of us have been living in isolation from one another, and at worst,
in near enmity. We sing, "How good
and pleasant is the sight when brethren make it their delight to dwell in
blest accord." But sometimes I fear
we only sing it. Think of what is happening among us! Ministers here,
there, and everywhere are being separated from their churches via one or
another article of the Church Order.
Many pastors can't wait to take early
retirement. Suspicions are raised as
to what goes on in the Pentagon, or
seminary, without investigation. We
are not growing. And I'm not think·
ing first of all, in terms of numbers.
There are days when I think that the
devil has never had it so good among
us as we go off in different directions
guided by our own rules. Meanwhile,
we all pray to God and speak in His
name.
If we were Roman Catholics, it
would be high time for the Pope to
send out a pastoral letter to us all. Is
there a similar device available to us?
Do we pray for one another regardless of what side of an issue we are
on? Can we expect God's blessing on
synod's decision of 1994, whatever
that decision may be? Does God not
say to us, "Before you go any further
addressing pressing issues, clean up
your act?"
Is the leadership in our church
largely asleep to the fact that we are
at a spiritual low tide? Praise God
that there still are some good things
happening among us. God's grace is
infinite. But this is no excuse for business
as usual when we ought to be declaring a
moraton'um on all .fUrther synodical actions until we take care ofsome prior business. We must not aa as if all is well in
Zion when it's not! There are heavy hearts

among us that need to be ministered to.
There may be those who will argue
that I paint too dark a picture of our
spiritual condition. But if the picture
is better than presented here, where
are the showers of blessings as they
came to us in the past?
I believe that if we do not give priority to these ecclesiastical, theological, spiritual and even practical matters I have mentioned, before going
ahead o n ratification or nonratification, we will continue to go from
crisis to crisis, as we have been doing.
The devil will tie us up from here on
out till we are no more what we always thought we were.

A DREAM
I have a dream. It is this: that a
decision reached by Synod 1993 on
the women's issue, by a bare majority, will be put on hold by the Synod
of 1994, in loving deference to members on both sides of this issue, and
with a pastoral admonition that we
all seek to understand each other better. It may be argued that this will
gain nothing. But in my dream, a
miracle takes place. For with God,
all things are possible.
In my dream, I also see the newspapers reporting such a wise action
of deferment by synod for pastoral
reasons, and how all sides are in agreement that a decision can only be made
-not when the time seems ripe-but
when the spirit is right. The headline
says: "SEE HOW THEY LOVE
ONE ANOTHER!"
That would be a better witness to
the world than is given now.
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